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Tony jerked out his razor but he wasn’t shavin’

“Pratings from the
Papard”

as Bill Haley and His Comets fared slightly better
as they got pennies thrown at them by the
rockers. Marmalade couldn't appear at the
National Jazz and Blues Festival at Kempton Park
because rockers pulled the stage scaffolding
apart after Jerry Lee's act! I saw Jerry Lee and
then left, so missed this excitement!
I did, however, have a role in starting the riot that
wrecked Brian Epstein's Saville Theatre in 1967 or
68. They brought the Safety Curtain down in the
middle of Chuck Berry's set because too many
people were in the aisles and at the front of the
stage. Someone behind me yelled: 'Grab the
microphone', so my brother and I grabbed hold of
the mike stand, and next thing someone had
pushed it through the Safety Curtain. This seemed
to be the signal for everyone to riot. In my youthful
exuberance I joined in the fun. Having missed out
on the 1950s riots, I thought I would see how easy
it was to rip out a seat, and to my amazement the
entire front row of seats easily came out of the
floor in one go, whereupon I lifted the row up and
chucked it into the orchestra pit! The police
arrived as we were leaving, and I shouted to them
cheekily: 'Too late, mate, we've wrecked the joint!'
Well, it worked - Brian said it wasn't our fault, we
were right to be angry and the theatre manager
shouldn't have brought the curtain down in the
middle of Chuck's act. He got him back to do the
complete show a week or so later.

Rock'n'Roll, Riots and Revolution Pappy's Reminiscences.
PART II - The 1960s and 70s
I left school in 1961 and saved up to buy a tape
recorder. I then started listening to Radio
Luxembourg and recording songs off there,
though the reception was pretty bad. However I
got some sort of recordings of the wave of dance
craze records which swept America in the early
1960s - the ‘Hully Gully’, ‘Mashed Potato’,
‘Madison’, the ‘Popeye’, etc. I also recorded Jerry
Lee's ‘Good Golly Miss Molly’ off Luxembourg and
thought it was a great record.
In January 1964 they showed the Little Richard
Special on Granada, and I finally got to know what
Rock’n’Roll was all about. This was now into the
Beatle era, and although my brother originally got
into their records, we both soon decided the
original 1950s Rock’n’Roll was for us. I went to my
first Rock’n’Roll show in 1964, Manfred Mann(!)
and Bill Haley in concert at the Astoria, Finsbury
Park. Here I first saw people dancing in the aisles,
and Teddy boys in red drapes! (Don't let the
Tennessee Club crowd tell you bright coloured
drapes never came in until Showaddywaddy!) Of
course half the audience booed Manfred Mann
and threw things at them, and half thought they
were great. This was typical of live Rock’n’Roll
shows in the 1960s, groups like the Bee Gees,
The Who, and Marmalade on the same bill as
1950s artists. The Bee Gees got booed off stage,
and their drummer got hit on the head with a
bottle. The Who at the Albert Hall on the same bill

I was working at CND headquarters at the time,
and a middle-class Canadian woman who hated
all things American was horrified when I told her
about the riot at the Saville Theatre, not least
because she was going there the following week
to see an African dance company perform. “I hope
you've left us some seats to sit on” she said. I
enjoyed winding her up and told her the best way
to get on stage was to climb up at the side of the
orchestra pit. She was of the firm view that all
American Rock’n’Roll singers should be banned
from our shores. However she also thought CocaCola was an American plot to rot the world's
stomachs, and that the Voice of America stirred
up the Hungarian uprising and the Russians were
quite right to go in with tanks and restore order! (A
charming old couple I knew a few years later,
Sybil and Basil, said they thought it was awful
what the Russians did to people like Solzhenitsyn,
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exiling them to the West. My mother smiled,
thinking these Communists I'd got mixed up with
weren't so bad after all, till Sybil ruined it by
saying: “Solzhenitsyn should have been shot,
Stalin wouldn't have allowed him to escape to the
West to write his anti-Soviet propaganda”. Sybil
also disapproved of the red lights on the tables at
the Lyceum Ballroom in the Strand, venue for
many a good Rock’n’Roll night. She attended a
concert organised by the Anglo-Soviet Friendship
Society and said: “Goodness knows what our
Soviet comrades thought with all those red lights,
must have thought the were playing in a brothel”).

(East Germany) they should be next in line, there
were too many revisionist practices (like tipping
and dressing up for dinner) for my liking! This last
part of my speech didn't go down well among the
bourgeois Party and State apparatchiks present!
A manic impression of Jerry Lee playing the piano
went down much better, especially with a
delegation from the Soviet Union. Incidentally,
Jerry Lee's ‘Great Balls of Fire’ was blaring out
from a fairground ride in East Berlin when I visited
in 1976. And another radio station I listened to in
the 1960s was Radio Berlin International.
Broadcast from East Berlin it was aimed at
American troops in West Germany, and had a
man and woman with phoney American accents
spinning records. After playing ‘Return to Sender’
by Elvis, the DJ said: “Gee, that was a pretty cool
record, and I tell you something else which was
pretty cool - Comrade Walter Ulbricht's speech to
the Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany....” whereupon his colleague started
reading out the entire speech. I am sure any
American servicemen who tuned in had switched
to another station after the first few lines of
Ulbricht's speech.

The other riots I remember were at Jerry Lee's
shows. The first one I saw was at Golders Green
Hippodrome in late 1964. Also on the bill was
Gene Vincent. At the Wimbledon Theatre in 1966
I actually got to meet Jerry Lee for the first time in
his dressing room between sets. The second
show was a complete riot, with Jerry ending up
atop his piano behind the curtain, surrounded by
loads of fans who'd clambered on stage, and the
theatre manager ending up straddling the
orchestra pit after trying in vain to get everyone to
return to their seats. People used the manager as
a bridge over the orchestra pit to reach the stage!

I tried to convert my comrades in the Communist
Party to Rock’n’Roll. I DJ'd for a Morning Star
(Daily Worker) fundraising event at the
Roundhouse in Camden Town. Paul Barrett was
managing Shakin' Stevens at the time, and he
was on the bill as well, so between us we played
quite a bit of Rock’n’Roll to the comrades. At
another Communist Party gig I was playing
records, and a woman came up to me and said in
a middle-class accent: “Can we have that super
song you played earlier all about the beanpole?”
She wanted Brenda Lee's 'Let's Jump The
Broomstick'!

Things got much more orderly in the 1970s,
though the scenes at The Fish (Fishmongers
Arms, Wood Green) in the early 1970s were pretty
wild when we saw groups like Crazy Cavan,
Graham Fenton's Houseshakers and Hellraisers,
and even Gene Vincent himself on one
memorable occasion. I took my partner George
along to this, and he said he'd never go to a
Rock’n’Roll show again, the crush of people and
me screamin' in his ear like an hysterical
schoolgirl throughout the performance! He did
come to the London Palladium to see Jerry Lee
with me in 1972, but that was it. I know of couples
who have separated and worse due to the
husband's fixation on Jerry Lee and Rock’n’Roll.

Rock on, comrades!

Tony 'Happy Pappy' Papard



Oh, happy days. But I still don't see quite how I
missed out on Rock’n’Roll in the 1950s. I think my
over-protective upbringing has a lot to answer for,
and I didn't start rebelling until the 1960s came
along, then of course I went right over the top.
During a Committee of 100 demonstration against
a visit to London of the King and Queen of
Greece, I suddenly found myself rushing
Buckingham Palace with a mob trying to get over
the walls. I looked at those ugly spikes a few
inches from my face, and thought: “What the Hell
am I doing?” Similarly when I made a little speech
to my East German hosts on a visit to that country
in August 1968. Czechoslovakia had just been
invaded by the Russians and her allies, and I
stood up and said I fully approved of the
intervention to protect Socialist democracy in that
country, and from what I had seen of the GDR







The next gang meet up will be on Friday 2nd
November and this month we are trying out a
new venue as we all feel that the John Snow
is past its sell-by date. New address is The
Royal George in Goslett Yard, off Charing
Cross Road (close to both the Borderline
and the Astoria). There should be a map
enclosed with this issue. Meet from 18:30
hours onwards. Depart for a meal at approx.
20:15. Hope to see as many of you as
possible.
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CLOVER THE FLUFFY PIG SAYS,

One time lead singer of Squeeze, Glen Tilbrook,
(who not only looks like Jools Holland but sounds
and talks like him as well) along with his aptly
named band The Party created a genial
atmosphere in the Mojo tent. Aimee Mann bored
yours truly to tears. Lee and I fled from the Gypsy
Kings to feed our rumbling tummies. Sadly, we
only caught the last minutes of John Martyn's set
in the Irish Post tent which was packed solid. This
Scottish Folk legend I would dearly like to see in
far more congenial surroundings.
We were told by Jazzie B that Victoria Williams
is very much an acquired taste. Well, I can
certainly appreciate that. Louisiana born Victoria
played the Mojo tent with her band the Original
Harmony Ridge Creek Dippers, during one of
the worst downpours of the day. Consequently the
tent was packed. I could be uncharitable and
suggest that she had a captive audience but being
the gentleman I am I won’t. Sorry Jazzie B, I could
never acquire your taste for Victoria's screeching
off-key voice. Her rendition of ‘Blue Skies’ will stay
in my memory for ever - alas for all the wrong
reasons. She was halfway through this evergreen
before I realised what it was. Dearie, dearie me.

“HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
th

On Saturday 16 June, 'Tales From The Woods'
contributor Lee Wilkinson (of Shaky Lee’s
Scrapbook fame) and I took a trip to Finsbury
Park in North London for the annual Fleadh
Festival, the first time I had been to an open-air
contemporary rock festival in many a moon. True
to form the good old British weather did its worst.
Yes Kats, it pissed down for most of the day.
Cold, wet and ankle deep in mud we met up with
'Tales From The Woods' subscribers during the
day, Mike McDonald and Bob Dubbler (a.k.a.
Jazzie B). Despite the awful weather we had a
good day. The good quality beer along with the
excellent food available on the many stalls more
than compensated. The head liner Neil Young
and Crazy Horse were indeed stunning, a 90
minutes plus set performed with passion and total
professionalism. No theatrics or “Let me hear you
say yeah!” claptrap. Respect was given to his past
and present vast catalogue. Sadly we missed his
30 minute encore of ‘Like A Hurricane’ - assuming
the show was over we had left. Wrong. Also on
the bill were Teenage Fan Club. What they did
they did extremely well – a polished and well
thought out set.

Well folks, despite the bloody awful weather and a
couple of misgivings it was a good fun day. If the
bill is as strong next year as this then we will be
there. Neil Young, well he was a knock-out.









Over there in trendy Camden Town, Shaky Lee
and I adorned ourselves in black bin liners, Tshirts, stuck safety pins through our nostrils, ears
and toes for an evening in the company of punk
veterans The Damned at Dingwalls. We got the
impression soon after arriving at this prestigious
old venue that we were in for a wild night. When
the vocalist of the American support act Spirit Of
!!!! stripped naked and ran around the hall
screaming into a hand mike.

The Waterboys performed an excellent set - only
being aware of their massive hit of several years
back ‘Whole Side Of The Moon’, they impressed
your erstwhile editor with a number called ‘Empty
Bed’ which was every bit as good as their monster
hit.

We stood side stage when The Damned hit the
stage which proved to be a good idea judging by
the amount of flying beer and over-enthusiastic
slam dancing rapidly gathering pace during their
set. A near original line-up included Captain
Sensible (lead guitar), David Valium (vocals), Rat
Scabies (drums) along with keyboards and a
vampire chick of indeterminate age on bass.

One-time member of Thin Lizzie and Skid Row,
Belfast born Gary Moore inflicts strong
contradictory feelings amongst blues fans,
although there can be little doubt that his heart is
in the right place, working alongside blues legends
including Albert King and of course the other King,
B.B. A fan of the early rock’n’rollers as well as
Jimi Hendrix so his tastes are in line with your
wonderful 'Tales From The Woods'. Without
doubt he performed a powerful set. Loud, yes. Me
- well I can take it or leave it.

An excellent night folks. What a great voice Dave
Valium has. Sorry, I never realised. One number
in particular totally knocked me out. Right up the
street of your beloved and respected 'Tales From
The Woods' editor entitled ‘In A Darkened Room’.
Velvet Underground meets Jacques Brel. This
veteran punk band very much reminded me of our
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first generation British Rock'n'Rollers who,
although very much aware of their status in the
scheme of things, at the same time treated it all
with a self deprecating sense of humour uniquely
our own.













'Tales From The Woods' wishes to congratulate
Ian Duncan-Smith on his recent election to
succeed William Haig as leader of the Tory party
and Flat Earth Society. No doubt they can now
look forward to many happy long years in the
twilight world of the lunatic right-wing fringe of
British politics or as Shaky Lee Wilkinson so
succinctly put it recently - choosing a leader who
will ensure that Labour will win the next election.



Well then, what about that recent 5-1 England win
over Germany? I bet all you football freaks are
pleased. (I have been assured that such people
do exist among us). Does that mean they at last
have something to replace those endless re-runs
of the 1966 World Cup final the we have seen a
million times over the past quarter of a century?
Far be it from me to take anything away from
Messers Owen, Heskey and Gerrard - I'm sure
they did a fabulous job but they are paid fabulous
money to do it. I am reliably informed that Roy
Keane earns around £50,000 a week. Mr Posh
Spice’s (one cell Beckham) estimated rake in is
around £35,000 a week. Surely if the football
clubs can afford to pay these people Monopoly
style money, quite apart from the outrageous
prices of their merchandise, then surely they can
afford to pay for their own security.

Eighty-year old blues man Model T Ford made a
rare appearance this side of the Atlantic at the
Borderline, Charing Cross Road. With just himself
on lead guitar and a drummer who some of you
good folks may know, Spam, who hits the skins
aplenty on Buddy Guy’s new CD. If you dig
R.L.Burnside, Junior Kimbourgh and people of
that ilk then you will like this guy. Mississippi hill
country blues in its rawest form. Me, I was
transfixed, in my mind transported to a honky-tonk
somewhere in the depths of Mississippi. A truly
wonderful evening.

I am sure you could not have missed the
hysterical headlines in the screaming red tops
regarding the cost of policing the recent Notting
Hill Carnival which topped £4 million. What 'Tales
From The Woods' would dearly love to know is
the true cost throughout the UK for policing
football? Put it this way Kats. I've got nothing
against football as a sport (bearing in mind as a
former Tottenham boy I was brought up just a 15
minute walk from the Spurs ground) but why
should we, the taxpayer, be forced to pick up the
tab?

At the same venue several weeks later British
Rock'n'Roll institution The Pirates came back to
old London Town to remind us, should we need
reminding, how damned good they are. Some
slashing fret work from Mick Green, on the wail
bass and vocals from Johnny Spence. Sadly
Frank Farley could not make the gig, his ongoing
serious health problems preventing him. Sorry but
I didn't catch the name of the drummer who
occupied Frank’s stool, but it was quite obvious
that he was used to slipping into his shoes at
short notice. Their first call of glory with the late
Johnny Kidd was revisited with ‘Please Don't
Touch’, ‘Shot Of Rhythm And Blues’, ‘I’ll Never
Get Over You’ and naturally ‘Shaking All Over’.
Along the way choice cuts from the late Johnny
Burnette's songbook including ‘Sweet Love On My
Mind’, ‘Train Kept A Rollin’ and obviously their
mid-Seventies second blaze of glory was recalled
during their set. Some pretty good stuff’s been
happening around town. Not there? Why not?

Imagine the Fleadh Festival at Finsbury park for
example requiring the equal amount of policing for
certainly a comparable amount of people - one
thing's for sure, there would be no Fleadh next
year.









'Tales From The Woods’ raises a glass and says
farewell to Zydeco accordionist and singer Boozo
Chavis who died in hospital in Austin, Texas on
th
May 30 aged 70. Very much his own man who
had little time for the record business after ‘Paper
In My Shoe’ hit big in 1954 - still to this day one of
the bigger selling Zydeco records of all time - he
chose to spend the next 30 years on the fringes of
music, his living earned by training racehorses.
Watershed year 1984, Boozo came back into
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The former dished out harmonica led takes of ‘On
The Road Again’ and ‘Woolly Bully’ whilst the
latter opened up with ‘Nadine’ and also included
‘Milk And Alcohol’, ‘Roxette’ and Rice Miller’s
‘Don’t Start Me To Talkin’ in a rousing set.

music full-time forming the Magic Sounds, known
throughout the South lands for their legendary four
hour-long high energy sets. Rough edge hypnotic,
white stetson and apron very much his trademark.
th

Pioneering fiddler Bob Douglas died on the 8
May aged a hundred and one. One-time member
of the Chattanooga Boys - a hillbilly blues outfit
who recorded for RCA back in the 1920s, he also
working with the Louvin Brothers from the outset
of their career. To celebrate his hundredth
birthday at the beginning of last year he played a
set in the Grand Ole Opry which won a standing
ovation from an emotional and appreciative
audience.

Saturday night at the International Stage saw
some prime piano boogie from Canadian Kenny
‘Blues Boss’ Wayne, the awesome vocals of
Angela Brown and award winning harmonica
maestro Paul Lamb and the Kingsnakes.

Jack Lemmon, one of America's greatest
character actors, died recently aged 77. Held in
high regard by 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board for his intelligence, wit and perfect timing,
Jack bowed out on the theatre of life almost a
year to the day after his old sparring partner from
the odd couple Walter Matthau (incidentally the
inspiration behind Hold The Third Page). Of
course the list of films could fill several pages –
‘Some Like It Hot’ with Marilyn Monroe, Tony
Curtis, Joe E Brown. ‘Prisoner On Second
Avenue’ with the equally wonderful Anne Bancroft
and ‘The Missing’, the latter being a personal
favourite. Equally, it could be argued, of Jack
himself, who said in interviews that it was the film
that took stock of his life, making him reconsider
his view politically and otherwise. ‘The Missing’
was a film based on the life of a young man of
idealistic left-wing tendencies who disappeared
during the overthrow of the elected government of
President Allende by the Pinochet led military and
the subsequent tireless search by the boy's father.
It was while researching for this role in the
company of the young man's father that Jack
found himself questioning long-held beliefs.
Thanks Jack, for a lot of brilliant movies.







Lonnie Donegan topped the bill at the Rhythm
Stage on Sunday, showing that at seventy years
young he still has what it takes to pull off a
memorable performance. Plucking banjo on ‘Have
A Drink On Me’ and ‘Puttin’ On The Style’ and
looking dapper in a bright yellow shirt, the Father
of Skiffle strummed guitar on other numbers such
as ‘It Takes A Worried Man’, ‘Midnight Special’
and ‘Rock Island Line’.
Away from the main stages a wealth of talent
shone at the ever-growing number of fringe
venues with established local faves Walter
Mitty’s Head showcasing their inimitable blend of
high-energy punkabilly four times over the
weekend. From ‘Rollin’ And Tumblin’, via ‘Rumble’
and ‘Brand New Cadillac’, through to ‘Janie Jones’
and ‘Neat, Neat, Neat’, they had the punters
bopping and yelling for more.



Great British R&B Festival
Colne, Lancs

Back at the International Stage on Monday saw
vamp Dana Gillespie in fine form, followed by
former Ry Cooder collaborator Terry Evans. Soul
Boy, you’d have loved him! A soulful voice, a
sharp mover with impeccable timing and a great
take on ‘Dark End Of The Street’.
It was way past midnight when Mike Sanchez’s
Rhythm & Blues Revue hit the stage, but boy,
were they worth staying up for. As charismatic as
ever, Sanchez displayed his clear vocals and
pumping piano playing on Eddie Boyd’s ‘Driftin’,
Brook Benton’s ‘Hurtin’ Inside’ and Young Jessie’s
‘Well Baby’. Self-penned titles included ‘Girls All
Over The World’ and ‘Fast Train’ which saw him

Lee Wilkinson (a.k.a. Shaky Lee) reports on the
th
12 August Bank Holiday weekend
For me, August Bank Holiday means a trip back
to my old stamping ground in the shadows of
Pendle Hill to see my friends and relations and to
incorporate a visit to this annual extravaganza.
With hundreds of artistes performing on over a
dozen stages, this is just a taster of some of the
music on offer this year.
Friday’s opening session featured seventies
stalwarts Nine Below Zero and Dr Feelgood.
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gave her the big hit - ‘You're No Good’ written by
Clint Ballad, incidentally originally recorded two
years prior by Dee Dee Warwick. Producer Calvin
Carter was playing around with the song with Dee
Clark in mind, but thought a woman would do a
better job. The rest is history ‘You're No Good’
reached 51 in the US charts, this being the start of
many hits for her over the next fourteen years or
so. 1964 ‘The Shoop Shoop Song (It's In His
Kiss)’ was next up. This was an even bigger hit,
reaching 6 US top ten. A Motown influenced
single followed ‘I Can't Hear You’ - nice release
this one, only managed 66.

trading guitar licks with ace picker Andy Sylvester.
Special guests The Extraordinaires delighted the
remaining revellers with their acrobatic antics and
showmanship, whilst the lovely Imelda Clabby
treated us to a grand version of James Brown’s ‘I’ll
Go Crazy’. The encore – ‘Almost Grown’ –
featuring the entire ensemble completed a terrific
two-hour show and a wonderful weekend.
Lee Wilkinson









SOUL KITCHEN

Teaming up with Jerry Butler (also on Vee Jay) for
the Everly's romantic ballad ‘Let It Be Me’ saw her
back in the top 5. Her third classic solo record
finished off the year of 1964 with another smash
‘Getting Mighty Crowded’, a Van McCoy song.
Can you imagine hearing this for the first time, a
massive sound back then, when Soulboy used to
bop the night away in seedy soul joints? Betty
stayed until the collapse of Vee Jay in 1966,
although releasing some nice uptown soul she
was unable to repeat her chart success. A spell at
ABC Records was fruitless, although ‘Love
Comes Tumbling Down’ is worth investigating. In
1969 we find Betty on Uni with ‘There'll Come A
Time’ a smash no 2 r&b chart and top 40 pop.
Over the next few years she wasn't far from the
lower reaches of the r&b charts, on Uni, Sound
Stage 7, then Fantasy, with a variety of styles. Her
final r&b chart entry was in 1978 with ‘True Love
(You Took My Heart)’.

SOUL KITCHEN NUMBER FOUR
Welcome to this months soul
kitchen, another hot pot of
souly things. I haven’t got the
sack yet, so I guess the soul
kitchen is going to be around
for a while.
We start this month’s proceedings with a tribute to
yet another sad loss to the soul world, I hope this
is not going to become a habit. Last month it was
Judy Clay, now sadly it’s Betty Everett's turn to
take that long journey to soul heaven.

Betty hit the UK charts on two occasions, in 1965
‘Getting Mighty Crowded’ reached 29, and a
reissue in 1968 on President ‘It's In His Kiss’
reached 34. Charting covers ‘You're No Good’
Swinging Blue Jeans, Linda Ronstadt, ‘It's In His
Kiss’ Linda Lewis, and ‘Shoop Shoop’ Cher.
Revisiting her material after a quite a gap made
me realise, yes, Betty was one of the great soul
singers.

BETTY EVERETT
Born in Greenwood, Mississippi on November 23
1939. Betty began her singing career at the age of
eight with the Travelers Rest Baptist Church
Choir, later singing and playing piano with various
Gospel choirs around Greenwood. In 1957 her
family moved to Chicago and here Betty had little
difficulty finding choir work and was soon to build
up a reputation and become a much sought after
singer. Befriending Willie Dixon led Betty to the
doors of Cobra records, Chicago. Betty had three
releases on Cobra in 1957/1958 which featured
now legendary artists like Willie Dixon, Wayne
Bennett, Little Brother Montgomery and Ike
Turner. These unremarkable singles can be found
on LP Flyright 589, which she shares with Lillian
Offitt, although ‘I'll Weep No More’ is a pleasant
enough ballad.

RANDOM DIP
BILLY STEWART - "I DO LOVE YOU" - UK
Chess 8009
A masterpiece. The perfect soul record. Billy's
unique style of vocalizing, high pitched, but not
falsetto, expresses his feelings for a girl he loves,
who doubts his sincerity; he pleads with forlorn
hope ‘I Do Love You'. A terrific ballad.
YOU SEE FAT BOY, THAT'S ME ("Fat Boy")

She moved to C J Records, Chicago in 1960, but
her bluesy numbers failed to give her any
success. Next a move to One-Der-Ful Records,
Chicago in 1962 resulted only in a couple of local
hits. In 1963 She signed for Vee Jay Records,
Chicago. Her first single ‘Prince Of Players’
flopped. But it was the second release that finally

William Larry Stewart was born on 24 March 1937
in Washington DC. From an early age he was
surrounded by music. His mother, a piano
teacher, taught her son to play the piano while
barely out of his pram. Young Billy was always the
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showcase at family gathering. In his early teens
he became an active member of his mother's
church group, The Stewart Gospel Singers, at first
playing the piano, before moving to one of the
front singers. He would also be found at
weekends singing solo in an uncle's orchestra. He
progressed to singing in various talent shows
around DC, often winning with his rendition of
'Summertime'. He became a well-known face,
being remembered as “that fat boy singer”.
Around this time his nick name 'Motormouth'
originated, which stayed with him all his life.

this track, it can't be, can it!)/’Scramble’ which is a
pleasant enough organ led instrumental. The next
release was a brilliant atmospheric ballad ‘Strange
Feeling’/’Sugar and Spice’, ‘Strange’ being one of
the outstanding soul releases of 1963, which once
again saw Billy back in the charts. March 1964
saw the release of another up-tempo goody
‘Count Me Out’ this release only achieving local
success though. Worthy of attention is the b-side
‘A Fat Boy Can Cry Too’. Next up was ‘My Sweet
Senorita’/’Tell It Like It Is’ this sank without trace. It
was February 1965 that saw the release of ‘I Do
Love You’/’Keep Lovin’ - this wonderful slab of
soul was a massive hit on the r&b charts peaking
at 6. In July before ‘I Do Love You’ left the charts
his next release ‘Sitting In The Park’/’Once Again’
passed it on the way to peak at 4 r&b. ‘Sitting’ is
without doubt another soul classic that needs no
introduction. Wonderful.

It was after winning one such prestigious amateur
contest at the Howard Theatre DC that opened
doors to engagements at local clubs and parties.
One such engagement was a major turning point
in Billy's career. Bo Diddley was appearing at the
Capital Arena Theatre DC. Bo noticed Billy
backstage tinkling and amusing himself on the
keyboards. Bo was very impressed, and offered
Billy a chance to join his band. Naturally young
Billy jumped at the chance. He joined Bo Diddley's
band in 1956, where he would stay for several
years, learning his trade, developing talents
beyond the piano and singing, becoming
competent on the organ, bass, and drums. While
still with Bo, and at Bo’s instigation, Billy cut his
first record in July 1956 for Chess Records,
Chicago - ‘Billy's Blues (Part1 & 2)’. This raw
instrumental made little impression. Listening, you
can hear where the guitar lick on Mickey &
Sylvia's 'Love Is Strange’ came from, which was
recorded months later.

An album was released around this time entitled 'I
DO LOVE YOU' containing all the hits, but also
including a killer version of the Knight Brothers’
‘Temptation ‘Bout To Get Me’ amongst others.
The next three releases were all original
compositions ‘How Nice It Is’/’No Girl’, ’Because I
Love You’/’Mountain Of Love’, ’Love Me’/’Why Am
I Lonely’, another brilliant two-sider, surprisingly
failed to chart. It could be said that this was more
on Billy's part, than anything else. He found
touring more lucrative, and the hassle of getting to
the studio seemed to take second place. Anyway,
in the summer of 1966 Billy returned to the charts
with a monster smash hit across the world. Maybe
out of desperation he returned to his talent contest
days recorded his favourite, ‘Summertime’/’To
Love To Love’. To some un-soul folks
'Summertime' was seen as a novelty, with the
gimmicky vocals, maybe to a certain extent it was,
but this full blown orchestra lead, a laidback sax
solo, and Billy's exaggerated hiccuppy vocals,
gave me goose pimples the first time I heard this.

In the late 50s, apart from his work with Bo, on
nights off he would be involved with many of
Washington's vocal groups around at that time.
There is some mystery as to whether he was on
the hit for the Rainbows ‘Mary Lee’. The Rainbows
were made up of local church choir singers,
including Don Covay. Billy was also associated
with the Marquees who had Marvin Gaye in their
line-up. This leads to his next recording session.
September 1957 The Marquees get a deal with
Okeh records, Chicago. Billy tags along on the
journey, ending up recording two excellent r&b
tracks, backed up by the Marquees - ‘Billy's
Heartache’ and ‘Baby You're My Only Love’ both
representing the early hallmarks of his unique
vocal style.

An album followed the success of ‘Summertime’
entitled 'UNBELIEVABLE', a collection of
standards ‘Over The Rainbow’ to name one, well
two, his version of ‘Misty’ is startling. The winning
formula of ‘Summertime’ was tried again for the
next release. This time Doris Day was dusted off,
and ‘Secret Love’ was given the ‘Summertime’
treatment. It did well, but obviously couldn't match
the chart success of its predecessor. A blues
standard in early 1967 ‘Everyday I Have The
Blues’ failed. ‘Cross My Heart’ in late 1967 was a
return to his successful early era, a wonderful
ballad, this was to be Billy's last chart appearance
34 r&b. Billy was killed in January 1970 along with
three band members, on route from a gig in
Rocky Mountain, N.C. to the next one in
Columbia, S.C. when their vehicle crashed off a
bridge into the River Neuse. 'I Do Love You' was
played at his funeral on 24 January 1970. He will

In 1962 Billy returned to Chess where he cut
‘Reap What You Sow’/'Fat Boy' a fine return to
vinyl. ‘Reap’ was a medium size hit in both
r&b/pop charts, but more importantly it got the
emerging star onto the endless r&b reviews that
crisscrossed America. I love the up-tempo 'Fat
Boy' - an infectious rolling ditty. A couple of
unsuccessful releases followed - ‘True Fine
Lovin’/’Wedding Bells’, these are fine tracks, and
‘Oh What Can The Matter Be’ (I have not heard
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always be remembered for a style of singing that
was completely original, and very soulful.

slow, a solitary sax weaves its way through the
track, and Phil crying ‘A Lonely Man's Appeal’ incredible. The Montclairs disbanded after leaving
Paula in 1975. Give this CD a go if you like a wee
bit of sugar with your soul. Phil Perry re-emerged
in the nineties as a successful solo artist, but
that's another story.
RATING (out of 5)

Billy Stewart live June 20th 1966 Tiles Club
London. These are my actual notes scribbled in a
rather tatty note book. “Billy Stewart is a rather
large gentleman, but despite his size is very
energetic and agile, often swinging the
microphone around with menace at a furious rate.
40 minute act. He performed many standard
numbers, ‘Moon River’, ‘People’ plus his own hits
‘I Do Love You’ etc, amazing vocal range, brilliant
show.“


LIVE REPORT
STOP! IN THE NAME OF
SOUL. A CELEBRATION OF
LAMONT DOZIER . ROYAL
FESTIVAL HALL 22/9/01

CD OF THE MONTH
MONTCLAIRS: MAKE UP
FOR LOST TIME THE
PAULA RECORDINGS 1971
TO 1974
Westside 236
The Montclairs are one group that didn't get the
fame and recognition they so richly deserved,
maybe on the evidence of their early releases,
maybe a little complex and sophisticated. Just
listen to ‘Beggin’. My first introduction to the
Montclairs, back in 1974, was through one of
Dave Godin's recommendations in Blues and Soul
magazine - ‘Make Up For Lost Time’ Contempo
2008. A real soul goody.

Featuring Lamont Dozier plus guests.
One of the biggest disappointments of last year
was the cancellation of Lamont Dozier's gig at the
Jazz Cafe. So when I saw an ad in the musical
press that the great one was listed as part of a
week long “A celebration of the art of songwriting”, imagine my excitement, my old soul heart
started pounding.
Apprehension as I approached the great hall.
What's in store tonight, two hours or so of 'Baby
Love’? As it was Lamont was sharing the bill with
no less than eleven up and coming UK soul
artists. So the best way to review this evening of
contrasts is to chop it in two.

The Montclairs, a five man group led by Phil Perry
first recorded for Arch Records in 1969 without
success, but on switching to Paula Records in the
early seventies, and placed with producers Oliver
Sain and Keith Frye they managed five r&b hits.
’Dreaming Out Of Season’ 1972 (34) ‘Beggin Is
Hard To Do’ 1972 (33) ‘Prelude To A Heartbreak’
1973 (70) ‘Make Up For Lost Time’ 1974 (46)
‘Baby You Know’ 1974 (40). All these hits are
included, their only album 'Dreaming Out Of
Season' plus everything else (including 5
unissued) that they recorded for Paula are on this
CD. Mostly produced by Oliver Sain and written by
Phil Perry. Perhaps the best description of their
music is Phil Perry's remarkable emotive falsetto,
supported by the rest of the group’s lavish, at
times haunting, harmonies; ranging from
sophisticated melodies to straight ahead sweetish
ballads. The killer track to me is ’Beggin Is Hard
To Do’ opening with some wierd ghostly strings,
the vocal demands about as much emotion as
Phil's voice is capable of, his intensity level rises
and falls quite naturally, a strange middle break
which seems to be at odds with the main tune.
Amazing construction. Much of this CD is a real
joy to listen to. The evergreen soul classic ‘Make
Up For Lost Time’. I never tire of this so soulful
ballad, just so good. The up-tempo ‘Hung Up On
Your Love’ - from the bass guitar opening this
thunders along brilliantly. ‘Prelude To A
Heartbreak’ is a stunner. Soft-spoken intro, dead

Part 1 - Lamont Dozier singing solo. Part 2 - the
guests. Lets do the guests first.
Part 2:
Imagine one of these touring things, Motown Night
Fever, which results in a good ole Motown sing-along. To be fair the Roachford's, Damage's
performed acceptable versions of classic Lamont
material, and were well presented. At times the
guests were joined by Lamont, who naturally
outshone anyone who dare duo with him.
Part 1:
Bear in mind Lamont pops in and out during the
evening’s proceedings, and in fact it was a long
time before he appeared at all for the second half.
The show opens with the well rehearsed backing
musicians, an excellent ten piece band under the
musical direction of Frank Tontoh, plus three
backing singers, with 'Standing In The Shadows
Of Love'. Then enters Lamont, who welcomes
everyone to our party. Straight into 'Baby I Need
Your Loving’. I can’t describe the feeling of seeing
an idol in the flesh, after so, so many years of
waiting. He followed this by a brilliant new slow
version of ‘My World Is Empty Without You’ which
he dedicated to those who had lost loved ones in
the recent American devastation. This was the
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real Lamont Dozier, full of emotion, real soul.
Other solo performances by him this evening were
from his solo recording career, thankfully, leaving
the old chestnuts to his guests. ‘Trying To Hold
On To My Woman’, ‘All Cried Out’, Fish Ain't Bitin’,
‘Why Can't We Be Lovers’, and ‘Goin Back To My
Roots’, a rousing finish which included the whole
assembly. Lamont was brilliant, everything I had
hoped for and more. The voice sounding as fresh
this night as the day he recorded these classic
tunes, an emotional experience. If only he was on
his own, then maybe we would have got more
than the seven solo performed songs. Maybe next
time.

four months earlier. Doesn't time fly when you're
having a rocking good time? I can't believe it - 30
years! Thanks Neil, job well done.
Gig to go to - The Comets at the Tennessee
th
Club on Friday 26 October.
October means Hemsby.
As a latecomer to the delights of this bi-annual
rock 'n' roll feast it was in October 1997 that Uncle
Tony finally persuaded me to make the trip. Boy,
was I glad I did, even though the good Dr Dale,
aided and abetted by young Bunter, proceeded to
get me slightly drunk at Dirty Dick's opposite
Liverpool Street station, and on the train to Great
Yarmouth. Sobering up for the press reception I
was delighted to meet Big AI Downing, Rudy ‘Tutti'
Grayzell and Narvel Felts who were happy to chat
and sign autographs. Their stage performances
were excellent too, particularly Narvel the Marvel.
My initial Hemsby encounter and I was hooked.

SOUL BIRTHDAY
th
MARV JOHNSON 15 October (Born 1938)
REMEMBERING
th
nd
TED TAYLOR 16 February 1937 to 22 October
1987
So until next time. Keep on keeping on.

The following October featured the snappy
Sammy Masters, a wild Joe Clay (with whom I
enjoyed breakfast), a terrific Merrill E Moore, and
a cool Otis Williams. 1999 saw the still
rockin'n’rollin' Marvin Rainwater, the ravin' Jack
Earls, Glenn Honeycutt, Bobby Wayne & Don
Weise. Last year the Jacks/Cadets were
impeccable, the Comets unbelievable, and
Vernon Taylor, plus the Johnny Burnette Rock 'n'
Roll Trio (Paul Burlison, Rocky Burnette & Darrel
Higham) were hot. This time round Charlie
Gracie, Young Jessie, Huelyn Duvall, the
Harptones, and Robert Gordon will be catering for
us recycled teenagers from Thursday 4th to
Sunday 7th October. Be there or be square.
Yabadabadabadoo
Cool Cat Wilkinson

Soulboy








SHAKY LEE'S OCTOBER
ODDS 'N' SODS
Rockin' October Birthday Greetings: rd
3 , Somethin' Else - Eddie Cochran (1938) - died
17/4/60
th
4 , Hop, Skip And Jump - Larry Collins (1944)
th
5 , Red Hot -Billy Lee Riley (1933)
th
11 , Rockin' Chair Daddy - Harmonica Frank
Floyd (1908) - died 7/8/84
th
12 , Don't Be Angry - Nappy Brown (1929)
th
14 , Raunchy - Bill Justis (1926) - died 15/7/82
th
15 , Love Is Strange - Mickey Baker (1925)
th
18 , Let It Rock - Chuck Berry (1926)
th
19 , Hello Josephine - Jerry Jaye (1937)
th
20 , Let's Have A Party - Wanda Jackson (1937)
st
21 , The Boogie Disease - Dr Ross (1925) - died
Jan '93
nd
22 , I Fought The Law - Bobby Fuller (1943) died 18/7/66
rd
23 , Hot Rock - Johnny Carroll (1937) - died
18/2/95
th
24 , Crazy Blues - The Big Bopper (1930) - died
3/2/59
th
30 , Hearts Of Stone - Otis Williams (1941)
st
31 , You Made A Hit - Ray Smith (1934) - died
29/11/79









Mr Angry Has His Say
(The next in an occasional series)

A Weight On My Mind
I was in my local K.F.C. which was very busy but I
didn’t mind, I wasn’t in a hurry. The queue was
one line splitting into two at the tills where two
members of Colonel Sanders’ top team were
serving - one was a beautiful West Indian girl who
was obviously waiting to be discovered as the
world’s next super model and the other was a ugly
acne scarred youth, waiting to play his role in the
“before” part of a skin soap advert. However, to
see what was going on I had to lean around this
lard arse standing in front of me in the queue.

I'm just sitting here reminiscing... October 1971 The Burnley & District branch of the Vintage
Rock'n'Roll Appreciation Society was formed
under the auspices of 'Fiery Feet' Foster's
umbrella organisation which had been founded
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I did a check of how much chicken they had left
as I was concerned that big arse wouldn’t leave
any for me and it was then that the strangest thing
I have ever seen happened. The girl was looking
at the walking blimp, waiting to take his order but
this obviously didn’t fit into his plans as he was
looking longingly at acne face. I guess he wanted
him to take his order as even a tub of lard can feel
superior to an underpaid, acne infested youth but
a beautiful girl was quite intimidating to him.
Eventually, he walked forward and pulled a piece
of paper from his back pocket from which he then
proceeded to read to give his order.

smokers should have to pay for any smoking
related illnesses because they caused the
damage themselves (I suppose the huge tax they
pay on a packet of fags isn’t enough) but the
fatties who are just as much a drain on the N.H.S.
resources get away free, the money they save on
treatment being spent on chocolate and crisps.
They always expect to get the best seats on
planes, stating their size as an excuse to always
have the emergency door seats for the extra room
(although if the plane went down you’d never get
out as they would be wedged in the doors). There
is also the myth about fatties being cheerful and to
that I have one word to say, “Bollocks!” I have
always found them to be the most miserable,
whinging type of people - this obviously comes
from a deep-rooted hatred of anyone better
looking than themselves which, as we all know, is
everyone.

“Jim wants a Zinger with large
fries, Sue wants 4 pieces of
chicken and medium fries…
etc.” Nothing unusual in that you
might think, but I could see
perfectly clearly what the girl
serving him couldn’t; the paper was blank! The fat
bastard was so embarrassed about the huge
amount of food he was getting for himself that he
was making out he was ordering for five. This got
me thinking; if he is so ashamed of his bulk and
appetite why doesn’t he simply lose weight? The
answer is a simple one - to lose weight requires
effort, and if the fatties of the world were capable
of that they wouldn’t get so big in the first place.

In the name of research I joined Weight Watchers
(well actually I was hoping to find a dumpy looking
bird that I could befriend, who would turn into
Cameron Diaz after 6 months hard dieting, but
alas it didn’t happen) where I was appalled by
what I saw. It was a tubby convention, the bloody
room was full of them, wall to wall cellulite. The
funniest thing is that they sell sweets and
chocolate bars at these meetings so it’s like
holding an AA meeting in a pub! It was a strange
experience, women lined up waiting to get
weighed (and laid probably), cheering because
they had managed to lose one pound in a month still, I shouldn’t be so hard on them, at least they
are trying.

Anyway, his mountain of food duly arrived, by
which time I was standing next to him, getting my
meal for one (as opposed to five) and I had a
good look at him. What I saw nearly put me off my
lunch. He had greasy ginger hair stuck flat to the
top of his oversized head, he was a great lump of
lard sweating, wheezing, with red blotches on an
other wise pale skin, in other words a classic heart
attack candidate. The only salad this guy has is
the bit they put in his burgers. He grabbed his
bags and made for the exit, happy now, his
mission accomplished. He had managed to fool
the girl into thinking that all the food wasn’t for
him. But above all he was about to eat.

Another annoying thing about fatties is that most
of them are scruffy buggers; they let their huge
guts hang out over jeans which they will never
look good in; the only place they can shop is M&S
because they still do a 48 inch waist with the 29
inch inside leg.
As a country we are getting more
like America which has always
been a nation of obese bastards
with Ronald McDonald being
more popular over there than the
President (though with “Dubbya” they do have a
point) and I fear the U.K. is going the same way.
Confectionary companies sponsor T.V shows watch “The Simpsons” and the first thing you see
is that it is sponsored by a pizza company! This
must stop, believe me this is the thin end of a very
fat wedge.

Of course the only person he was fooling was
himself, like the baldy who always wears a hat (or
even worse, spray on hair) - it only becomes an
issue when you try to cover it up. It is a truism that
you can walk past 10 bald men without seeing
them, but walk past one guy in a wig and you start
pointing and laughing. Since that day I have
developed an unhealthy obsession with fat
bastards; I find myself staring at them, wondering
how on earth they could have let themselves get
into such a condition. We are all roughly the same
size when we are born, so what makes them want
to look ugly and bloated? I’m not waif-like myself
but at least my weight is down to drink and there’s
a certain nobility in that, but to fill your face with
cakes and burgers is disgusting.
The government often wheels out the old line that

Next Issue: Old age pensioners (senior citizens,
silver "surfers", crinklies) - should they be allowed
into supermarkets?
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My top twenty

Eddie Bo, grandmaster of New
Orleans funk returns to the Jazz
Cafe in Camden Town

This month Tony Papard a.k.a. Happy Pappy
I have been asked to compile a list of my Top Twenty
all-time favourite records. I find this sort of thing
absolutely impossible. However, here are two rough
charts of my current Rock’n’Roll and Country favourites
- I know I've missed a lot out, so it is very hit-and-miss.
Really Jerry Lee Lewis would fill my Top 100, but I
thought I'd better give some other artists and Lewis
relations a look-in. (And I couldn't even list my all-time
favourite songs like The Internationale and The Red
Flag in these two categories!)

Rock'n'Roll Top Twenty
1. Long Tall Sally Jerry Lee Lewis (Star-Club)
2. Good Golly Miss Molly Little Richard
3. Oh Carol Chuck Berry
4. Let's Have A Party Wanda Jackson
5. Mean Mean Man Wanda Jackson
6. Slow Down Larry Williams
7. Hole In My Heart Esquerita
8. Bopalena Ronnie Self
9. I'm On Fire Jerry Lee Lewis
10. Good Golly Miss Molly Jerry Lee Lewis (Sun)
11. Baby Blue Gene Vincent
12. Great Balls Of Fire - Jerry Lee Lewis (1989 movie
version)
13. Whiskey Heaven Frankie Ford
14. One Eyed Boogie Boy Freddie 'Fingers' Lee
15. Wildest Cat In Town - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm
Rockers
16. #1 Lovin' Man Jerry Lee Lewis
17. Rockin' My Life Away Jerry Lee Lewis
18. Ready Teddy Little Richard
19. Rockabilly Rebel Graham Fenton's Matchbox
20. Saints' Rock'n'Roll Bill Haley and His Comets

Eddie Bo finally gets to meet his favourite Editor on
rd
Thursday 23 August 2001

Eddie Bo made a welcome return to the
increasingly trendy, decreasingly bohemian
Camden Town, his first trip for a couple of years
or so to the UK. Backed up by an extremely
competent British band consisting of lead guitar,
bass, drums, percussion, sax and trumpet,
although I personally felt that a little more
emphasis from the bass and percussion would
have considerably increased the level of Eddie’s
atmospheric funk. Quibbles aside, the sound
overall was good. Eddie's piano and voice were
clear and crisp, near perfection. Right from the
start Eddie was determined to bring a little of the
Big Easy to this not particularly soulful venue.
Tossing colourful beads into the hands of the
audience, indulging in a little ‘Second Line Stride’,
opening up with ‘Big Chier’, the Professor
Longhair masterpiece, he soon had the crowd
shuffling and voicing their approval. Visiting the
lesser performed areas of his back catalogue with
‘Hook And Sling’ and ‘Check The Pocket’ during
his longish 90 minutes set along with more
familiar material ‘Check Mr Popeye’.

Country Top Twenty
1. Mama's Hands 2. Memory #1 3. Murder On Music Row -

Jerry Lee Lewis
Jerry Lee Lewis
Alan Jackson and George
Strait
4. A Drunkard's Son Hank Snow
5. Men With Broken Hearts Hank Williams
6. I'm Throwing Rice Jerry Lee Lewis (Caribou
Sessions, uptempo version)
7. Adalaida George Strait
8. I Fall To Pieces Patsy Cline
9. There Must Be More To Love Than This - Jerry Lee
Lewis
10. Cryin' Time Jerry Lee and Linda Gail Lewis
11. Blame It On Your Heart Patti Loveless
12. I Can Help Jerry Lee Lewis (Take 2)
13. I Dreamed About Mama Last Nite - Hank Williams
14. Please Help Me I'm Falling Hank Locklin
15. Texas Heartache #1 Mickey Gilley
16. 8 X 10 Jerry Lee Lewis (Caribou Sessions)
17. I Don't Want To Play House Tammy Wynette
18. It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels –
Kitty Wells
19. One Tammy Wynette and George Jones
20. Let Your Lower Lights Be Burning Jimmy
Swaggart







We were also treated to a wonderfully bluesy
workout on ‘Steal Away’. Even the over employed
‘Down-Home Blues’ managed to sound fresh in
Eddie’s hands. Naturally perennial New Orleans
funky butt shakers were included spasmodically
throughout his set. ‘Iko, Iko’, ‘Mardi Gras In New
Orleans’, along with a medley which kicked off as
‘Ole Time Rock’n’Roll’ taking in ‘Land Of 1000
Dances’ and ‘Mustang Sally’ on route. Eddie Bo’s
unique style of funk is a fruit bowl, rich in New
Orleans musical heritage. I have witnessed his
shows several times in both the UK and in his
home-town. He never fails to please. May the
needle on his funk meter register on the overload
for many years to come.
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ROCKING ON MERSEYSIDE
1958-62 (part 3)

and amplifiers, which were rarely satisfactory.
Today, groups have their own sound man with a
mixing-board, who ensures that the group sound
is clear and well-balanced. Back then, we didn’t
even have monitors, those useful little amplifiers
pointing towards you so that you have a good idea
of how you sound.

by Neil Foster
Here’s how I nearly lost the world’s best
saxophone.
I had arranged with Frank Hessy’s, the most
important music shop in Liverpool, to buy the
Selmer Mark VI tenor sax, putting in my old sax, a
Rampone (a cheap Italian horn) as part-deposit. I
mentioned this to a friend, who was a semi-pro
sax player at a local dance-hall and he asked
whether he could have a blow on it as even he
had never played a Selmer. I agreed.

We all had to rely on the sound bouncing off the
far wall of the clubs where we played but even this
could not be guaranteed. We once played in a
club with such a high ceiling that there was a
slight delay as the sound came back to us and it
threw our timing completely out. Even more
disconcerting, another club had so positioned the
speakers that we could hear nothing and we were
singing into a soundless void and had no idea
whether we were in tune or not.

I picked it up from the shop in my lunchtime. The
assistant asked whether I wished to try it and I
said no (because there were quite a few people in
and I did not want to show them how limited my
technique was.) A fatal mistake! Having lent my
friend the sax, I eagerly watched him running up
to me at the bus stop in Lime Street that night
after his stint on the bandstand (he lived in my
home town and often caught the last bus home
with me).

Furthermore, we had a problem not encountered
by other groups. The vast majority consisted of
three guitars and drums but our line-up was
different: lead guitar/bass guitar (doubling on
rhythm guitar)/tenor sax/drums. You don’t need to
be a musician to see the drawbacks of this
arrangement. A group needs a bass playing all the
time to give it a foundation but our bass guitarist
often played rhythm so the sound suffered. You
might ask, “”Couldn’t we find a permanent bassplayer or rhythm guitar?” Well, that would have
meant splitting the money five ways instead of
four. Also, as everyone who has played in a group
knows, even if the members are all friends (and
we were) there are still arguments and
disagreements. More people would have meant
more clashes of personality.

“How was it?” I said. “Terrible!”
he replied curtly. “Couldn’t get
a note out of it. Have you
dropped it? It’s all damaged at
the front.”
My heart sank sickeningly into
my boots. The sax must have been damaged in
the shop or in transit and I had failed to spot
anything wrong. Nor did I have a legal leg to stand
on as the assistant had asked me to try it and I
had refused. All I could do was to persuade my
friend to accompany me back to the shop and
confirm that I had handed the sax straight to him
after picking it up from the shop so that the
damage must have occurred beforehand.

Our repertoire was slightly different to the other
groups, as well. Naturally, with a sax we could
play “Tequila”, “Honky Tonk”, “Raunchy” and do
the riffs to Clarence “Frogman” Henry’s “But I Do”.
“New Orleans” by Gary U.S.Bonds was a very
popular record in 1961 and we could do a
convincing version of that number. To be honest,
we were never really a full-blooded Rock’n’Roll
group but always a rocking group, i.e. everything
we played had a danceable beat to it. True, we did
do plenty of Rock’n’Roll standards like “Rave On”
and “Rip It Up” but I never thought our versions
were very good as we lacked the vocal and
instrumental
power
necessary
for
hard
Rock’n’Roll.

To my infinite relief, the Manager reluctantly
accepted our story and agreed to have the sax
repaired at the shop’s expense but it had been a
narrow escape. To add to that, I later absentmindedly left it on the last bus home one night and
had to pay £4 to retrieve it from the Lost Property
Office (that amount was nearly half my week’s
wages).

Everyone then did “What’d I Say” but we were the
only group I can remember who did not do Side 2
as we thought it was silly. The only Shadows
number we did was “Apache” as that was the only
one we liked! We were asked many times for
others but always gave the excuse that we hadn’t
practised them – which was true. Not mentioned
is that we had no intention of practising them!

By now, on Merseyside, there was an arms race
going on (with musical instruments as the
weapons). Groups ran up sizeable HP debts
buying newer and better equipment but in one
respect there was little improvement – voice
amplification. You either had to rely on the clubs’
P.A. systems, which might be anything from very
good to diabolical or use your own microphones
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Our most requested number was “Buona Sera”
but it sounded nothing like the Louis Prima
recording. And we did lots of unusual stuff like
“Skokiaan”, Chuck Willis’s “From The Bottom Of
My Heart”, and Nat King Cole’s “Send For Me”,
which believe it or not, makes a great stop-start
Rock’n’Roll number! And we nearly always ended
the night by playing “Save The Last Dance For
Me”…
(To be continued)







Johnny Burnette than Fats Domino. After a brief
exchange with a curious older Golden Lion regular
(or shall we say comic feed), it was on to Buddy
Holly/Mickey and Sylvia's ‘Dearest’ composed by
Bo Diddley.
By the time the next song, Billy Emerson’s ‘When
It Rains It Really Pours’ was concluded the crowd
was really starting to get in the groove and it was
time to get down New Orleans style with a version
of ‘Iko, Iko’ (or Sugarboy Crawford’s ‘Jockarno’). I
thought my request for Chuck Berry’s ‘Betty Jean’
was going to end up as Michael Jackson's ‘Billy
Jean’ but happily this proved not to be the case.
I'd rather Duckwalk than Moonwalk. Then a treat
for this Jackie Wilson loving scribe, a worthy
version of ‘Am I The Man’ followed by a blistering
version of Larry Williams’ ‘Slow Down’.



Bunter Goes Boozin’

After a new song, ‘I Can't Win’, it was time to
demonstrate J.H.’s guitar prowess in the form of a
version of Bill Justis's ‘Raunchy’ during which our
man broke a string and immediately set about
rectifying the problem himself to the amusement
and delight of the crowd. Who needs roadies?
More Chuck Berry in the form of ‘Brown Eyed
Handsome Man’ and after an established set
pleaser, the Coasters’ ‘Searchin’, we heard one of
James Brown's best early rhythm and blues
rockers ‘There Must Be A Reason’.

James Hunter Trio - Golden Lion, Camden th
12 August, 2001
The Golden Lion, located in Camden's Royal
College Street, is the venue for an ongoing series
of Sunday afternoon music sessions, showcasing
the best of British (and the occasional American)
country, rhythm and blues and Rock'n'Roll talents.
Already such as Thomas Lavelle and Little
George Sueref have played to appreciative
audiences in this diminutive bar and on August
th
12 I, along with several other blues loving
punters, witnessed a superlative set by James
Hunter (formerly Howlin’ Wilf) and his trio (the
combined talents of Matt Radford on bass and
Mike Watts on drums).

The set’s intended closer, Slim Harpo’s ‘Shake
Your Hips’ saw everyone do just that, including a
few young ‘uns barely into double figures age-wise
and James was brought back for an extended
workout on Bobby Freeman's ‘Do You Wanna
Dance?’ as if the audience needed prompting.
Great finish to a great show.
Steve (his surname escapes me at present but
he’s a pretty nifty singer/guitarist with a band
called the Arlenes and he's the man behind the
whole Sunday session) remarked that it was great
to see the kids into Slim Harpo; certainly it would
be heartening to discover that come Christmas
time the pre-teens would like Santa to bring them
a Slim Harpo CD in preference to Destiny’s Child.

Opening determinedly with Earl King's ‘Come On’
we soon realised that here was one of the best
soul singers to ever come out of this country (an
opinion certainly shared by Doris Troy and Van
Morrison who have recorded with James). The
next song is known to me as ‘I’ll Break Out All
Over You’ but I’ll bet I’ve got the song title wrong.
Help! Ah, Clyde McPhatter’s ‘A Lover's Question’
next up, I’ve got that song title right. The American
blues singer Rock Bottom recently told a 100 Club
audience that he knew of only two people who
could sing like Ray Charles. The second one was
James Hunter and after the latter’s version of
‘Hallelujah, I Love Her So’ I saw no reason to
disagree.

Anyway Kats and Kittens, ol’ Bunter insists that
you check out Mr Hunter when he hits your town
and that you support Steve’s fabulous and always
interesting Sunday afternoon blast (between 4 and
8pm) at the Lion - great music, great atmosphere
and of particular importance to many - great beer!
Finally thanks to Lee for providing me with the
names of James’ backing musicians. Well played
guys.

A healthy dose of Rock'n'Roll next with versions of
Charlie Rich’s ‘Rebound’, Gene’s ‘Lotta Lovin’ and
a superb ‘All By Myself’, which owed more to
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the garden looked rosy. However, in the autumn
of 1960 there was a rift with the Everly’s publisher
and producer Wesley Rose, due to Rose’s
indifference over Don's decision to record a
version of the standard ‘Temptation’, a hit for Old
Groanin’ Bing in 1934. Annoyed by Wesley Rose’s
attitude, the brothers severed ties with Rose and
his empire and went on to record ‘Temptation’.
Encouraged by its worldwide success as a single
release, Don and Phil set about choosing and
recording a series of standard songs for the
album that was to become the Everly’s third
album release ‘Both Sides Of An Evening’.

C.D. REVIEWS

Marcia Ball - Presumed Innocent - Alligator
ALCD 4879
Marcia Ball is regarded as one of the top white
female blues and soul singers of modern times
and she also plays a mean boogie piano. She has
made a fine series of albums for the Rounder
label in the States (1997’s ‘Let Me Play With Your
Poodle’ is a particularly strong set – check out her
version of Clarence ‘Bon Ton’ Garlow’s
‘Crawfishin’ – wow!) Very popular with the blues
fraternity over here she has yet to perform in the
UK but hopefully this situation will change before
too long. Her latest CD is on Alligator and, as with
her previous albums, there is a potent mixture of
rocking and soulful blues, of original compositions
and covers. Of Marcia’s own songs ‘Scene Of The
Crime’ is a funky little mover that has a late Sixties
Atlantic sound to it while ‘Louella’ is a real boppin’
boogie with some hot piano by Miss B. ‘Somebody
To Love’ and ‘You Make Me Happy’ have a nice
New Orleans feel to them and Marcia really pours
out some emotion on ‘She's So Innocent’.
Regarding the other songs, special guest Delbert
McClinton crops up on a version of Allen
Toussaint’s ‘You Make It Hard’. ‘Count The Days’
written by Charlie Foxx (of Inez and Charlie fame)
is a pretty smooth dancer. ‘Let The Tears Roll
Down’ is a sensitive ballad, ‘Fly On The Wall’ has
an early Seventies Etta James feel about it and ‘I
Have The Right To Know’ is another excellent
ballad that I can imagine Irma Thomas doing a
good job with. Great stuff! ‘Thibodeux, Louisiana’
is a spicy Cajun rocker – bon ton roulet! A version
of Don Covay’s ‘I’m Comin’ Down With The Blues’
gets low down and dirty with it - just right. Finally
Margaret Lewis’ ‘Shake A Leg’ will make you get
up and do just that. So another goody from Miss
Marcia. Love it.

The passing of time has largely been unkind to
this album, or certainly the up tempo songs (the
one redeemable fast song, the Bo Diddley
influenced ‘Muskrat’, achieved a top 20 placing as
a single). The likes of ‘Mention My Name In
Sheboygan’ sounded hopelessly dated even by
the mid-Sixties, let alone now. The buoyant
enthusiasm that characterised the first two albums
now gave way to much uncertainty. The album
was aimed at the adults as well as teen fans but
both found it hard to stomach. Despite some nice
ballad performances, notably ‘Don't Blame Me’
and ‘The Wayward Wind’, ‘Both Sides’ released in
August ‘61 did not sell well and seemed to show a
slight loss in career direction. This continued with
the release in early 1962 of ‘Instant Party’, though
there were some decent tracks in amongst the
dross. ‘Step It Up And Go’, credited to Jimmy
Howard (a pseudonym for Don Everly), is really a
traditional and is pretty good. ‘Long Lost John’ and
‘Ground Hawg’ adapted by Don and Phil’s father
Ike, also moves along nicely.
The ‘bonus songs’ from this period are an
interesting bunch; written by Doc Pemus and Mort
Shuman, ‘It's Been Nice’ has been recorded by
Marty Wilde and Freddie Cannon featured a
version in the 1963 exploitation flick “Just For
Fun”. The positively execrable ‘Sheikh Of Araby’
(a solo effort by Don), was first released on the
Magnum Force album ‘Suzie Q’ in the Eighties. I
wish the previously unissued ‘Hernando’s
Hideaway’ could have stayed unissued while the
Cajun flavoured ‘Gran Mama’ and ‘He's Got My
Sympathy’ (also recorded on Liberty by Gene
McDaniels), first appeared on the ‘New Album’ in
1977. ‘That’s Old Fashioned’ and the gorgeous
‘Crying In The Rain’ became small and big single
hits respectively and the superb ‘I’m Not Angry’
(written by “Jimmy Howard”), was b-side to ‘Crying
In The Rain’. As with the first CD in this hopefully
ongoing series, there are many rare photos and
record labels shown throughout the booklet as are
there detailed sleeve notes by Gavin Martin and
Andrew Sandoval. For Everly fans only though.

The Everly Brothers - Instant Party/Both
Sides Of An Evening - Warner Bros 936247870-2
The Everly Brothers 10 year tenure on the Warner
Brothers label got off to a truly spectacular start,
the first two albums ‘It’s Everly Time’ and ‘A Date
With…’ contained great performances of songs
largely written by Acuff-Rose’s main composing
team, Felice and Boudleaux Bryant, and some
written by Don and Phil themselves. Two songs
drawn from these albums ‘Cathy’s Clown’ and ‘So
Sad’ became huge international hits. Everything in
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standard. John D Loudermilk contributes ‘Half
Breed’, Don Nelson offers ‘So Long’ while ‘Blood
From A Stone’ emanates from the team of Johnny
Bachelor and Rupert Stevens. The album's best
songs, as you'd probably expect, come from the
Burnettes; ‘Don’t Leave Me’, ‘I've Been Thinkin’,
the hit ‘Just A Little Too Much’, and the wonderful
‘You’re So Fine’ and ‘A Long Vacation’, which is
Rick’s only excursion into Bo Diddley territory as
far as I know. So in Rock'n'Roll terms the very
best of Rick Nelson. Invest.

Ricky Sings Again/Songs By Ricky –
Imperial/EMI 724353245122
I could review this CD by merely saying that if you
only buy one Ricky Nelson CD in your lifetime
make it this one but I guess I'd better elaborate a
little bit. The Hollywood Hillbilly’s third album
‘Sings Again’ was released on Imperial in the
States and on London in the UK in early ‘59 and
on most of the tracks the classic Nelson band are
on display - James Burton on lead guitar, Gene
Garf on piano, James Kirkland on bass and
Ritchie Frost on drums. ‘One Of These Mornings’
is a true rockin’ high spot with the whole band on
top form. ‘Believe What You Say’ on this set
differs only from the single version in the fact that
the Jordanaires are overdubbed on the basic track
(to my ears anyway). No point in that to me - it's
like painting a moustache on the Mona Lisa. ‘It’s
Late’ is without doubt a classic “pop” Rock'n'Roll
song, a masterpiece from the pen of Dorsey
Burnette. Dorsey and brother Johnny submitted
more than a few songs to Ricky who more than
did them justice as did Baker Knight who
contributed the broody, atmospheric ‘Lonesome
Town’ in which Knight apparently gave vent to his
feelings about Hollywood, also the fine mid paced
rocker ‘You Tear Me Up’ and the classic
rockaballad ‘Never Be Anyone Else But You’.
There are two more good ballads in ‘Be True To
Me’ and ‘Old Enough To Love’ and ‘It’s All In The
Game’ also gets a tender reading.









Woods Awakes
th

th

Gene Vincent – 11 Feb 1935 to 12 Oct 1971
I grew up around music. For as long as it is
possible to recall I possessed an interest, albeit
passing, during childhood through to early teen
age. Throughout the 1950s my mother worked at
the Tottenham Royal and the names of big bands
that came to play became familiar to me. She also
played the piano competently, possessing a
record collection of Sinatra, Nat King Cole and
people of that ilk. Around the mid-Fifties the house
piano stool became increasingly occupied by a
ragtime piano player. His ragged but enthusiastic
playing could be heard most evenings of the week
when my sister began courting the man who
would become her first husband, Denis Cooper
(who penned the leader article on Louis
Armstrong in the August edition). Soon she was
being taken to the 100 Club in Oxford Street
where those tender young ears were picking up
names like Chris Barber and in particular a young
banjo player called Lonnie Donegan.

Elvis is acknowledged via a version of ‘Tryin’ To
Get To You’ and Hank Williams with ‘I Can’t Help
It’. ‘Restless Kid’ was written for Rick by Johnny
Cash with intent for inclusion in the “Rio Bravo”
movie. Regrettably it wasn't. The bonus songs
relating to the ‘Sings Again’ set are the up tempo ‘I
Got A Feeling’ which was b-side to ‘Lonesome
Town’ in the States and ‘Someday’ over here and
an earlier, slightly faster stab at ‘Lonesome Town’.
This was released on the Legacy box set last
year, as was the bright and breezy ‘Brand New
Girl’. Also included on Legacy was a song
originally popularised by Billie Holiday called
‘Gloomy Sunday’ about a lonely figure who is
contemplating suicide. Apparently Rick loved the
song (he plays acoustic guitar on it), but teen idols
of the late Fifties tended not to issue songs about
losers wanting to top themselves so into the vault
it went until last year.

‘Rock Island Line’ hit big when I was in the third
year of Junior School and about to break up for
the Christmas holiday. The elderly, matronly
teacher (Miss Sturgeon if my memory serves me
correctly) allowed each child who chose to
volunteer, as an end of term treat, to stand up in
front of the class to sing a song, carol, or
whatever took their fancy. Sweet little girls with
screeching, tuneless voices interpreting ‘Silent
Night’ and ‘Away In A Manger’ and the like. More
volunteers? My hand shot up much to the
amazement of all. This was some while before I
began to develop the gigantic ego that you have
all learnt to know and love. So out I meekly crept
in front of the class, my mate Roger springing to
his feet and joining me at my side. His contribution
was to play an imaginary guitar and go “twang,
twang, twang”, the world's first air guitarist. I first
lectured the class of nine and ten year olds that
‘Rock Island Line’ was performed originally by
Leadbelly – blah, blah, blah - naturally all repeated
parrot fashion from what I had learnt from Denis.
“This is the story of the Rock Island Line,” I began

‘Songs By Ricky’ maintains the same high musical
standard with more great songs by Baker Knight
in ‘One Minute To One (It’s Late Part 2)’, ‘Sweeter
Than You’ (also heard in alternate form as is ‘Just
A Little Too Much’), and ‘You Never Know What
You're Missin’, covered in the UK by Emile Ford.
There wasn’t much creative input by Ozzie on
these albums and so ‘That’s All’ is the token
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glued to the radio. “What the bloody hell is he
saying? Can’t even understand him when he is
talking, let alone singing,” before disdainfully
storming out of the living room.

hesitantly, both Roger and I gaining confidence as
the song progressed and gaining tempo the wilder
we became, Roger at my side as we jumped
around the class room bumping into desks,
shaking our heads and gyrating like maniacs.

The early months of 1960 saw Gene Vincent and
Eddie Cochran booked for a week-long
engagement at the Finsbury Park Empire. Along
with two like-minded mates I excitedly took the
bus the few miles to the famous old variety
theatre, which incidentally was nearing the end of
its life (before a year was it was bulldozed to the
ground). Also on the bill that night were Tony
Sheridan and Peter Wynn. The latter was
basically a straight ballad singer. Later I read a
review of the gig in which the obviously elderly
reviewer raved about Peter Wynn, stating that this
wonderful young singer would be a household
name long after Vincent and Cochran were
forgotten. Well pal, you got that wrong didn't you,
whoever you were? For years I actually believed
that the review was in the Tottenham Herald yet
when 'Tales From The Woods' contributor Darren
Vidler and I went to the newspaper museum at
Colindale, nope! No sign of it. Time plays tricks on
the memory. I definitely read it but in which paper
who knows?

For a while I was the hit of the class, having kids
crowd around me in the playground as I related
the Lonnie Donegan songbook - ‘Bring A Little
Water Sylvie’, ‘Lost John’, and so forth. Alas my
15 minutes of fame was soon up. For the
remainder of the decade my passing interest
continued, tuning into Radio Luxembourg,
watching ‘Six Five Special’ and ‘Oh Boy!’ on the
telly without developing any great passion. That is
until the time the man 'Tales From The Woods' is
paying tribute to appeared on early Saturday
evening television on the legendary ITV
Rock'n'Roll show ‘Boy Meets Girl’.
Gene Vincent made his
first appearance of many on
‘Boy Meets Girl’ during the
legendary Gene Vincent
and Eddie Cochran tour that
ran from January through to
April 1960. 'Tales From The
Woods'
contributor
of
Winkles In The Mud fame
has often related the story
of how he was sitting
eagerly awaiting Vincent’s appearance in the
company of friends and soon to be local Southend
musicians (e.g. Gary Brooker of ‘Paramounts’ and
‘Procul Harum’ fame). With me it was somewhat
less exotic. Simply my grandmother, sister and
yours truly. Vincent's face suddenly hitting our 17
inch black-and-white screen. Greasy curls
cascading over his forehead, black leather outfit,
pasty faced and crows feet eyes. To me, a barely
14 year old kid, he looked like a million years old.
Me - eyes wide open, jaw dropped, I was
spellbound. Oh no, Kats, that armchair could not
contain me, leaping to my feet, yelping and
hollering, falling down on my knees, shaking my
head, much to the horror of my grandmother. An
expression of fear spread across her face.
“What's the matter with him? Is he having a fit?”

Eddie Cochran closed the first half of the show.
Curtains parted, our hero’s back towards the
audience. He swung round, then lifted his guitar,
whipping off his shades straight into ‘Something
Else’. The set included ‘Come On Everybody’,
‘Summertime Blues’ and ‘Hallelujah I Love Her So’
as well as Little Willie Johns’ ‘Fever’. Can you
imagine the effect this had on this 14 year old?
Vincent hit the stage backed up by Marty Wilde’s
‘Wildcats’, with Big Jim Sullivan on lead guitar.
‘Say Mama’, ‘Rocky Road Blues’, ‘Summertime’,
along with ‘Blue Jean Bop’ which I don't recall him
doing too often on live gigs. Obviously ‘Be-Bop-ALula’. He also included Jack Scott’s ‘What In The
World’s Come Over You’ which was in fact in the
charts at the time. It’s difficult to relate now, all
these years later, the sheer excitement that I felt
as Vincent gave it his all, his eyes transfixed high
above the audience, a vision that that only he
could see. The demented expression, totally lost
on stage in a world of his own, slamming the mike
stand on the stage floor, dragging it around like a
crutch, falling down on one knee, kicking his bad
leg over the mike stand. The archetypal Vincent
Stage Act.

Big sister just shrugged her shoulders not sure
what to make of it. To say I broke out of my shell
overnight would be an understatement. I literally
tore out of it. The quiff was born, insisted on
curlers inserted to create the curls, dressed in
black, soon I was limping to school much to the
dismay of the P.E. instructor who saw the school's
potential Middlesex schoolboy champion runner
(220 yards) with a newly acquired gammy leg!
Vincent performed live on Brian Matthews’
‘Saturday Club’ along with a brief interview, me
hanging on to every word of his Southern drawl,
Dad looking at me with a bemused expression,

For the encore of ‘Shake Rattle And Roll’ and
‘What’d I Say’, Cochran rejoined the stage, lifting
his leg up, guitar held out in front as he hopped on
one leg towards where Vincent was jumping up
and down centre-stage. I tell you Kats, I don't
think the stage had been swept since the days
when Gypsy Mabel Cable and the Great Goosetti
had played there decades before as they became
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‘Over The Rainbow’ as a tribute to Eddie Cochran.
I only saw him perform that a couple of times.

almost obliterated by the dust. Awestruck and
mesmerised by the events of the evening on the
bus home barely able to speak. That was it. That's
what started it all. 40 odd years of gig going
followed. (Hopefully another 40 more to come).

And so it went on. The Continental club Edmonton
twice. The first occasion… well, I suppose
everyone has a right to make a prat of themselves
at least once during their lifetime. That night was
my night. If you want to know ask Ken Major. I
ain’t gonna incriminate myself. In quick
succession the Granada Edmonton, and by now
his regular backing band were
the ‘Shouts’ who were with him
when he played the Club
Noreik in Tottenham during
1964.
Despite
the
shortcomings of the ‘Shouts’
this was truly one of the great
Vincent gigs. A stunning
version of Little Richard’s
‘Send Me Some Lovin’. The
voice bled every bit of emotion
from the song. He drained it.
‘High Blood Pressure’ included
that night. How often did he do
that in his act? ‘I'm Going
Home’ along with the most
impassioned ‘Baby Blue’ ever.
If you weren't there you should have been. Not
being born? Sorry, that is not a good enough
excuse.

On the last night of the tour, returning in a taxi
from a gig in Bristol on route for Heathrow Airport,
the taxi crashed into a lamp-post near
Chippenham in Wiltshire. Eddie Cochran died in
hospital a few hours later,
Vincent was badly injured.
Some would say he never
mentally recovered but Vincent
was back within a few months.
Jerry Keller was brought in as a
replacement for Eddie Cochran
(if you can call it that). Also in
support and obviously much
better were Billy Fury, Joe
Brown and a black American
G.I. who went by the name of
Davy Jones. (I wonder what
happened to him?) I saw the
show at the long gone Romford
Odeon, the only time I saw him
include ‘Dance In The Street’ in
his act.
By the time I saw him next, either late 61 or early
62 at the East Ham Granada, ‘Sounds
Incorporated’ were by far the best British backing
outfit he ever had. Vincent was now living semipermanently in the UK and would remain so until
1965. This was one of the wildest Vincent gigs
ever. He was positively demonic. In support on
this occasion were Emile Ford and the
Checkmates and Rory Blackwell and the
Blackjacks. Next up was Walthamstow Granada
with Brenda Lee, ‘The King and Queen of Rock’
tour as the publicity machine chose to call it.
By the time the black leather wildcat hit the
Majestic Ballroom in Finsbury Park it was a
different me. The greasy forelocks had been
shorn to be replaced by a college boy haircut. Peg
slacks, black shirt and leather jacket had all gone.
Now I was a Mod boy. Sharp tonic, mohair suit
and Hush puppies. My first really serious girlfriend
on my arm (Anne Clark - any relation Bryan?) And
it was much easier to get the chicks as a Mod
than it was being a rocker. My lifelong love affair
with the Blues had begun. To a far lesser extent I
was collecting Ska records, as well as everything I
could lay my hands on of my Rock'n'Roll heroes
Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins,
Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley etc.

It would be several years before I would get to see
Vincent again. By 1965 he had returned to live
permanently in his home country. The following
year, 1966, he had an album out on the Challenge
label. A country flavoured affair, which in the
humble opinion of this writer was one of his best
efforts. Two singles were pulled from the album.
‘Lonely Street’ and ‘Bird Doggin’. Little was heard
from the man for the remainder of the Sixties.
With just weeks of the decade left he was back in
the UK for a nationwide series of gigs including
the London Palladium. If you were there you
cannot have failed to spot me. I was the only one
there in kaftan, beads and purple crushed velvet
trousers (oh yes Kats I have always been a
chameleon. Eat your heart out David Bowie).
Come 76 I would have been a punk but at 30 it
would have been pushing the boundaries of
believability). So this idealistic hippy took an
evening off from changing the world to pay
homage to his hero along with a couple of
thousand Teds and rockers. Sitting centre front of
the circle receiving the evil eye from all the Teds
around me as I sat stony faced throughout the first
half, while an array of pretty dire Rock'n'Roll
revival outfits took the stage.

‘Sounds Incorporated’ had now gone off to pursue
their own career, replaced by what was being
billed as the English Bluecaps which in effect
where Chris Wayne’s ‘Echos’. Gene included

“Why has he come if he doesn't like it?” I heard a
drape nearby say. Irritating them all the more as I
tapped my foot through the ‘Nashville Teen's’ set.
By far the most professional act during the first
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half in truth they should have been backing
Vincent and not the ‘Wild Angels’. I even shook
my below shoulder length hair around just to wind
them up even more. By the time Vincent finally hit
the stage I was both impatient and over-excited. I
leapt out of my seat so high into the air I nearly
lost my balance, almost sending myself head first
into the stalls. “Rock it Gene!” I screamed at the
top of my lungs. “He is one of us after all,” some
Ted remarked, the evil eye replaced by a knowing
smile.

Welcome to October's column from the Funkster.
This could be titled ‘Frolics From The Funkster’ well if NDT can have a Rockers Ramblings…
After a hard day I sometimes like to turn out the
lights, switch off the TV and sit back to a little jazz.
I’m currently grooving to Stan Getz and Oscar
Peterson - all very easy on the ear, if not on the
pocket. It’s a balmy September evening in East
Cheam. I'm sitting in the ‘Hand And Racket’. My
mate Billy is upset that the new barmaid Medusa
has damaged his rare BESSIE SMITH SINGS
GOSPEL FAVOURITES LP. She only owns an old
gramophone that belonged to her dad who died in
1960 and her collection of records are old 78s
from Eddie Fisher, Bing Crosby and Al Jolson.
“Use a new needle,” he told her. Sadly his record
is a shadow of its former self. I’ve told her that it’s
2001 and vinyl has, for the most part, been
superseded by CD. You guessed it - she tried
playing one and wonders why she can't hear
anything.

Along with ‘Say Mama’, ‘Rocky Road Blues’,
‘Wildcat’, ‘Baby Blue’ and naturally ‘Be-Bop-ALula’, we also got an excellent version of Delaney
and Bonnie’s ‘Get Yourself Together’ and a spine
tingling version of Hank Williams’ ‘I Heard The
Lonesome Whistle’. Backstage after the gig I
finally got to meet my hero after standing in a long
queue for over an hour. The autographed photo
still takes pride of place above my piano at my
home in Bromley.
In the early months of
1971 I faithfully made
the
trek
to
the
Coronation
Hall
in
Kingston upon Thames.
What I saw that fateful
night was indeed a sad
reflection of the man
that once was. It was
impossible to believe
that so much physical
deterioration could take
place over a period of
less than 18 months. So okay, he always looked
far older than he actually was but on this night he
looked many, many years beyond his mere 36.
You could see the pain etched into his eyes with
every movement he made. He looked like a man
close to death, as indeed he was. Despite this, the
voice was still basically intact. Backed up by an
outfit called the ‘Houserockers’ (no, not Rob and
Wayne). When he sang ‘The Day The World
Turned Blue’ from his very recent 1970 Kama
Sutra album, gut feeling told me it was virtually
over for the years of hard living, endless touring,
alcohol and painkiller abuse had taken their toll.

The new tram link to town resulted in a few bargains on
my recent trip to the smoke. My local HMV was having
a sale and lo and behold - the new Ricky Nelson reissues on E.M.I. were reduced in price to £6.99. I did
feel sorry for the folk who snapped them up at £10.99
only three or four weeks previously. The other recent
Fats Domino/Gene Vincent/Eddie Cochran/Johnny
Burnette re-issues were also reduced. If you’re like me,
Kats and Kittens, you’ll have the Domino and Cochrans
on some format in your collection. I’ve only had the odd
BEST OF RICK so at this price you can't really beat it.
Also worth checking out is B.B.King’s LET THE GOOD
TIMES ROLL 1999 tribute to Louis Jordan. 18 tracks
and is bloody marvellous. B.B. and Lucille are at their
best. His current album MAKIN’ LOVE IS GOOD FOR
YOU boasts 15 tracks including ‘Since I Fell For You’
and ‘I Know’ and just a tad under 70 minutes running
time. I have not got many B.B. albums, yeah, course
I've got LIVE AT THE REGAL - who hasn't? Wot the
hell? Mr Papard, sit still when I’m trying to bandage you
and Mr Clarke at the back, your essay on Jerry Lee
Lewis needs more research. Myra Lewis was not his
thirteenth wife. Mr Woods yes… you… are there other
students in this class with your name? You can collect
your Bill Haley ROCKIN’ THE OLDIES album at the
end of term. (The missus likes ‘Ida, Sweet As Apple
Cider’.)

‘How I Love Them Old Songs’, the Mickey
Newbury penned song (which incidentally is one
of my favourite Vincent tracks) was also
performed that night. Taken from the same Kama
Sutra album, a Rock’n’Roll road song if ever there
was one. Vincent was never embarrassed to
display emotion. He tore the song to pieces like a
man who knew time was running out on him. A
few months later in October 1971 he finally ran
out of both road and time.

Digging into the Funkster’s dusty files (what’s this- a
piece on Atomic Kitten? Heads will roll). It’s facts and
figures time folks. Birthdays (some folks sadly no
longer with us – gone to the Grand Ole Opry in the
sky).
rd

Eddie Cochran born 3 October 1938
Elvis Presley appears on a talent contest singing ‘Old
rd
Shep’ October 3 , 1945 and comes second, walking
away with five dollars
th
Larry Collins born 4 October 1944
th
Owen Bradley 10 October 1915
th
Country star Bettie West born 11 October 1932

Keith Woods.
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The Funkster 11 October 1948 St Thomas's Hospital,
only son of Alice and Albert
th
Eugene Vincent Craddock died October 12 1971
th
Wanda Jackson born 20 October 1937
th
The Big Bopper born 24 October 1930
Buddy Holly cuts ‘True Love Ways’ at his final
st
recording session 21 October 1958
th
Ray Smith born 30 October 1934
th
Ike Turner 15 October 1931

Roy Eldridge's band. A spell in Cootie Williams'
Orchestra followed, but he remained largely
obscure until he was hired by Tiny Bradshaw in
early 1953 where he recorded such classic rhythm
and blues instrumentals as ‘Ping Pong’, ‘Later’
and ‘Spider Web’. He can also be heard on The
Midnighters' ‘Sexy Ways’ session from 1954.
Having made his name, he left to pursue his own
career in June 1954, recording for Jubilee (cf:
‘Titanic’ - Westside WESM 539) and Mercury (cf:
‘Swingsation’ - Verve CD 5478762), scoring a #3
rhythm and blues hit and a #17 Pop hit with ‘Slow
Walk’ in late 1956. During his long tenure with
Mercury (1956-64) he starred on recordings by
Buddy Johnson and Red Prysock as well as
enjoying regional hits with ‘Balin' Wire’, ‘Birthday
Party’ and ‘Shufflin' Home’ but nothing to match
‘Slow Walk’. After leaving Mercury, Sil moved into
the lucrative jazz and funk (and even disco!)
markets, recording extensively for Shelby
Singleton's SSS Records in the 1960s and 1970s,
scoring a minor hit with the LP ‘Honey Sax’ in
1974 (the best of his SSS material can be found
on ‘Great Sax’ - Sun SRC CD 70122). The 1980s
were quiet for Sil, but in 1990 he re-emerged as
one of the Tri-Saxual Soul Champs, whose Black
Top album ‘Go Girl!’ was very well received.
Dave Penny

Other memorable events for October:
th

st

Elvis Presley October 30 /31 1960 records ‘Crying In
The Chapel’
Elvis records final studio session at home in Graceland
th
th
29 /30 October 1976
Carl Perkins records ‘Turn Around’ sometime in
October 1954
Jerry Lee Lewis cuts ‘Great Balls Of Fire’ at Sun
th
Studios Memphis 8 October, 1957
Brenda Lee records ‘Let’s Jump The Broomstick’, ‘Bill
th
Bailey’, and ‘Rocking Around The Christmas Tree’ 19
October 1958
Johnny Cash - Sun releases ‘Red Hot And Blue’
October 1957
th
nd
The Big O - between 16 and 22 October 1957 at
Sun Studios records ‘Mean Little Mama’ and ‘Problem
Child’
Charlie Rich records ‘Lonely Weekends’ at Sun Studios
th
14 October 1959
Frank Sinatra re-cuts ‘Come Fly With Me’ for reprise
th
11 October 1965 and has a stab at ‘Mack The Knife’
th
29 October, 1986 (pun intended)
Ray Charles records ‘Early In The Morning’ and ‘The
th
Right Time’ 28 October 1958 in New York
A well varied set of figures Kats and Kittens.
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LOS ANGELES (Reuters) - Troy Donahue, a
heartthrob actor who climbed to stardom in the
1950s with his role in "A Summer Place," only to
fade into obscurity later, died on Sunday, his
publicist said. He was 65. “Donahue suffered a
massive heart attack Thursday and died at Saint
John's Hospital and Health Centre in the Los
Angeles municipality of Santa Monica,” said Bob
Palmer, a family friend and the actor's publicist.
Born Merle Johnson Jr. in New York City, the
blond, blue-eyed Donahue was a journalism
student at Columbia University when he began his
acting career. His debut in the 1957 film “Man
Afraid" was followed by another half-dozen films
before Donahue signed with Warner Bros. and
starred as Sandra Dee's young lover in "Summer
Place" in 1959. He soon became a teenage
heartthrob appearing in such films as "Parrish"
(1961), "Rome Adventure" (1962) and "My Blood
Runs Cold" (1964). Around the same time, he
also enjoyed success on the small screen,
appearing on "Surfside 6" (1960-62) and
"Hawaiian Eye" (1962-63). His career floundered
after his contract with Warner Bros. ended in
1966. He appeared in "The Godfather Part II" In
1974, in the bit part of a playboy named Merle
Johnson. By the late 1980s, Donahue was

I noticed from the paper that Michael Barrymore has
gone to the Norfolk Broads to get away from it all. Oi,
Mr B. what’s wrong with London Broads or Middlesex
Ladies?
(Last line cut for being too homophobic – sorry
Funkster)





“Former movie heartthrob Troy Donahue dead at
65” - Okay it is not really Rock'n'Roll related but
he was of the rockin' era - just.

The sun is starting to set and I swear that the barmaid
Medusa is giving me the evil eye. Well, I’ve held on to
this glass for over an hour - I think my ailing funds will
run to half a mild. I can’t wait until Miss Pugh returns,
she pulls a decent pint. You just can’t get the staff any
more. Leaves boozer to the strains of Johnny Kidd’s
version of ‘Let’s Talk About Us’. And, as James Travis
Reeves sang ‘Not Until The Next Time (Will I Cry All
Night For You). Oh, be still my aching heart. See yas
all soon.







Sil Austin, one of the great rhythm and blues
st
tenormen, died on 1 September in Atlanta of
natural causes. He was 71. Born Sylvester Austin
th
on 17 September 1929 in Dunnellon, a small
Florida town about 25 miles south-west of Ocala,
young Sil moved north to New York City in 1941 to
live with his uncle. He caused a sensation playing
‘Danny Boy’ at one of the Apollo's infamous
amateur nights in 1948 and in short order joined
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appearing in mostly low-budget movies like "Bad
Blood" (1989), "Assault of the Party Nerds" (1989)
and "Cry-Baby" (1990). “He is survived by a son
and a daughter and by his long-time companion
and fiancee Zheng Cao, an opera singer,” Palmer
said.
Tony Wilkinson







John Firminger and their publisher, Finbarr
International, have produced a little masterpiece.
You will not be disappointed. “Baby, that is
Rock’n’Roll”.









WHAT’D I SAY



The Atlantic Story
Ahmet Ertegun with others
“A” Publishing Ltd. pp 565

BABY THAT IS ROCK’N’ROLL
by Spencer Leigh
(Finbarr International £9.99)

Book Review by Bill Miller

Book Review by Mick O’Toole

This is one muthahumping doorstop
of a book as big as the Times Atlas
and just as heavy. There are 900
photos and 160,000 words mostly
from Ahmet Ertegun but with essays
from exalted critics like Greil Marcus,
Will Friedwald and Barney Hoskyns.

Spencer Leigh does it again. Yet
another masterpiece from the
master. Those lucky enough to have
bought his “Halfway to Paradise”
back in ’96 will know just what to
expect and will not be disappointed.
“Halfway” told the story of British
popular music from 1955 to 1962
(pre-Beatles) quite brilliantly. Here,
we have the companion volume – this time from
the viewpoint of our cousins across the pond.

Though
Ertegun’s
endeavours
extend through five decades of record-making,
TFTW readers will be interested in the first 200
pages when the co-founder and chairman of
Atlantic
Records
was
establishing
his
unchallenged reputation as the patriarch of the US
record business.

This fine work recounts in great detail the history
of American Pop from 1954 to 1963 and like its
predecessor, gives us the complete story in words
and pictures. Spencer has repeated the formula of
using direct quotes from all of the 150
personalities involved. This makes for extremely
easy reading and the incredible number of
pictures – again lovingly assembled by John
Firminger – make this a must for any collector.
The author has seemingly interviewed almost
everybody of importance over a broadcasting
career spanning almost three decades. Trawling
through countless hours of tapes, he has
assembled an astonishing array of first-hand
opinions and recollection. From the Everlys to
Duane Eddy, Scotty Moore to Guy Mitchell – every
quote is the real thing and tells it exactly like it
was.

“What’d I Say” certainly brings the great man to
life. His privileged upbringing as son of the
Turkish ambassador to Washington, his odd
appearance with his polished demolition ball of a
head, his fanatical interest in jazz and blues and,
though less evident, his playboy fascination with
high society… all these facets leap from the
pages. The book is densely packed with
contributions from artists and associates.
Quotations from Ben E.King, Solomon Burke, Arif
Mardin, Don Covay, Buddy Killen and insightful
remarks from engineer Tom Dowd enliven the
pre-1967 period before Atlantic became the
market leader in progressive rock. Leiber and
Stoller feature too; demigods obviously but there’s
also something of the Jeffrey Archers about them.
By the way, Stoller still owes me money for a
sandwich I once bought him, and criticised my
Coasters book, but hey, I got over it. Readers will
be pleased to see that the Timeline in this book
attributes “Shopping For Clothes” to songwriter
Kent Harris (though that news hadn’t reached one
of the essayists, Lenny Kaye).

Did you know there was a black group in the 50’s
called the Crickets? Did you know that the Johnny
Burnette Trio backed our own Lonnie Donegan at
the famous Apollo – not for any money but just
because they liked his music? Do you know the
real reason Bill Haley wore a kiss-curl? All this
and much, much more, pours easily from the 250
pages packed with the most fascinating,
enthralling stories and superb pictures. Once
read, this book becomes a handy work of
reference – to be dipped into at any time in the
future. Completely absorbing, informative and
educational – all you Rockers out there – don’t
delay – order your copy today. Spencer Leigh,

Reviewers who scrabble for errors that show their
own expertise belong to that level of hell reserved
for child murderers and lawyers who appear on
television. But this is the world of the record
collector and we all like to catch someone out.
Quibblers will find their quibble-o-meters going
into overdrive. Never mind the proof-reading
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glitches: Jim Stuart (Stewart), Randy Woods
(Wood), Rum Joe Taylor (Run Joe), Billie Joe
Royal etc. Charles Thomas shouldn’t be confused
with Elsbeary Hobbs (p 110); nor Cindy Birdsong
with Sarah Dash (p 194); McPhatter’s “Seven
Days” wasn’t a hit in 1953 and the Drifters’ “Ruby
Baby” didn’t precede the Robins on Spark
(Ertegun told the New Yorker he had “a terrible
memory for dates”); John Davenport was a
pseudonym for Otis Blackwell (p 52) and King
Curtis was stabbed and not shot (p 268). So it
goes on. Only a fully certified anorak would argue
with the perceptive Greil Marcus but saying the
Cardinals covered a white pop record is a poor
example (since “Wheel Of Fortune” was written by
blacks).

Dr Dale’s Financial Column
BUY
Barry Gamblin’s Save & Prosper Bonds
Johnson’s Motorised Jogging Shoes
Doctor Dale’s Tapioca Rejuvenator
AVOID
Jessup’s Ginger Moustache Dye
McNeils Snow Shoes if he still owns them or is
selling them – 1964 edition as worn at Atlanta
Holy Ballroom, Woking
ONES TO WATCH
Doctor Barbara Dale’s Recipes
Annabel Torvill Dale’s Ice Skating Dancing
Goosetti & Mabel Cable – incorrect obituary –
Editor perk your ideas up
Thameslink station shuts after 11pm opposite last
gang meet-up
In response to the UFO problem - at present Dr
Dale has not come up with the ideal cocktail.
Certainly this is not a tapioca or Viagra solution.
Dr Dale is looking very worried. Consultations with
Phil Davies, Neath, Wales, Country Life, Bunter’s
Boys Ripping Yarns, Harley Street, but he hopes
he will have the solution in the next issue.

Marlene Millar, Don Covay and Pretty Boy

A minor problem is Ertegun himself. Here’s all he
has to say on the subject of Ivory Joe Hunter: “’A
Tear Fell’/’You Mean Everything To Me’ was one
of the first sessions we cut with the great Ivory
Joe.” That’s it. Scarcely worth mentioning. Too
much of the text is reduced to “Tom was a great
musician and a terrific guy” or “Dick was a great
guy and a terrific musician.” This octogenarian
flatness, these fragments of meaningless
hyperbole.... it just grates and grates. There are
exceptions - family history and his eulogy to
staffer Noreen Woods - but when it comes to
words, Ertegun can’t approach the elegance or
animation of his former partner Jerry Wexler, the
doyen of R & B tales whose biography offers the
more invigorating read.

Soul Kitchen
In reply to Soulboy’s question on how to keep a
condom on the tongue – entirely elementary old
boy. An old colleague of mine at Harley Street is
extraordinarily tall with huge fingers. His thumb is
ten inches long and I enclose (under separate
cover) his surgical glove to place over your
tongue. You will see in my financial column that I
have recommended my tins of tapioca and you
should apply a modest amount to the tongue
before placing over the organ. Guaranteed
lubrication and sensitivity and will not come off
until after the next 'Tales From The Woods'
unless you require a previous consultation for
professional services etc.

But I’m missing the point. The photos are often
astounding and for the most part (though not
always) beautifully produced. There are historic,
previously unseen, shots of jazz giants and, as
you’d expect, all the great Atlantic and Stax-Volt
superstars. But there’s also lots of pervy stuff too
quirky for mainstream interest: Titus Turner, The
Astors, Ernie Fields, the Harlemaires, the
Cookies, Linda Carr, Sir Mack Rice and many
more. “What’d I Say” is the benchmark for classy,
coffee-table books. And while it’s easy to look at
and tree-sacrificingly hard to lift, it is not, given it’s
Herculean bulk, all that expensive. A & R
Booksearch are doing it for £30 plus £5.50 UK
post or £6.95 overseas.

A day in
the life
of Dr
Dale

I recently decided to visit my beloved 93-year-old
godmother who lives in the heart of the
countryside near Liss, Hampshire. After a pot of
tea and having shown her family photos and a few
editions of 'Tales From The Woods', to my
surprise she started to yawn. “Oh how boring!”
she expostulated. “I know how proud your family
were of you when you qualified with a double 5 at
Dr Dread’s School Of Medicine but this is quite
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the most boring periodical I have read for some
time.” Jumping to her feet with the aid of her
Zimmer Stratocaster she exclaimed, “Come on
my boy. Get in your limo and let’s go for a drive”.

story about how he accidentally arrived in Tony
Papard’s bedroom at Newport when he
immediately stopped in his tracks, his handsome,
tanned visage turning as deadly white as a
Wilkinson on a wet winter’s day in Nelson.

The crafty doctor was gloating after placing the
Zimmer and crutches in the back. Now was the
chance to find a country pub after a test drive in
his shiny new black limousine known as Mr X. he
carefully
placed
his
Telegraph,
Woking
Conservative magazine and Know Your Politics in
the glove compartment of the car, helped his
godmother into the vehicle and drove off. The
doctor then pressed the CD button, looking
forward to a spot of Jerry Lee as he reached 50
down a single-track road but to his amazement
heard the strains of Motorhead. That wretched
young daughter of his had been playing it in his
car and had not removed the infernal thing. “The
little rotter will pay for this,” shrieked the indignant
doctor. “I think she is a very nice girl and takes
after you,” his godmother replied.

“You capitalist, odious, toffee nosed git!” roared
the man with the silly hat, dropping an ice cream
box agitatedly, which spilt on the floor. Dozens of
filters now littered the floor. As he vainly bent
down to try to reclaim them, his portable CD
player fell on the floor to the strains of “Ooh Poo
Pah Doo”. To add insult to injury, the hinge of his
alligator case gave way, strewing photographs,
Socialist Worker, Paddy Pantsdown Picture
Gallery and Time Out plus 2000 Swan Vestas all
over the place.
Sympathetically Dr Dale picked up the Socialist
Worker (accidentally on purpose ripping out a
page or two) and passed it over to the dishevelled
gent whose camera had also taken a tumble into
the nearby goldfish tank. “Now my good man,
what seems to be the trouble? By the way, my
name is Doctor Dale,” declared the professional in
his best bedside manner, gripping the hat man’s
hand in a vice-like grip, which caused two CDs,
cough lozenges, ten biros and a bottle of foam
bath to fall out of his waistcoat.

An absorbing drive ensued for about 10 or 15
minutes interrupted only by an incident whilst
driving past the LDP’s headquarters in a small
village where Dr Dale pressed the electric window
of his car and bawled “Bloody Lefty!” at a man
with a silly hat and a straw in his mouth (or was it
a roll-up?) sitting on a wall outside. A notice on the
board of the LDP hut read ‘SIGNALLER’S
CONVENTION TODAY’ which had been crossed
out with the words ‘CANCELLED – DISCUSSING
STRIKE AT VICTORIA’ written underneath.

“My name, zur, be Woodly Forrest and oise takes
exzeption to yers comments. Oi were gonna meet
a distant relative of moin who be a part toim
Signaller up at that there Victoria, but he baint
arrived. He be probly still asleep or in the bath.”
“In retrospect I suppose I was a bit of a callous
brute. A pint of Woodpecker cider, my love, for
this urchin… I mean Woodly, my dear,” Dr Dale
gallantly stated, accidentally scuffling on Time Out
as he left the pub with his godmother.

Cruising down a country lane the alert doctor
spotted a beautiful flint public house, screeched to
a halt and helped the sage into the bar. The
doctor beamed as he saw the following notices on
the pub wall; ‘Doctor And Nurse Nights’,
‘Professionals Evening’, ‘Tory Ball’, ‘Mal Flint
Remembers Gene Vincent Night’ and ‘Beat Tony
Wilkinson, The Memory Man’.

“Those damned lefties deserve a good flogging,”
declared his godmother, “That uncouth cur
speaking to a professional such as you like that –
I would like to put him in the abattoir mincing
machine to feed the trout in the stream at the
bottom of my garden. Let’s go home now for high
tea. Goosetti, my neighbour’s pet has laid two
eggs and she will pop in and tell you about the
latest football results. I am sure that Woking must
be three nil up to Burnley by half time!”

“One pint of country rapture for me, old girl, and a
pure orange juice for the lady, please,” the good
doctor requested, beaming again as he noticed a
worn 'Tales From The Woods' on the bar. “Of
course sir,” responded the sultry country barmaid
with a broad smile. “I feel that I have seen you on
television, or maybe in the papers. Am I correct?”
“Modesty forbids, my dear,” chortled the doctor
amiably. “Glad to see you are serving tapioca as
well as prune and custard juice,” he beamed,
giving her an acidy smile and wink. “It sells like hot
cakes my love,” the barmaid replied, squeezing
his hand with the change.

Two miles down the road my godmother started to
tremble and shake. I must confess thet ‘Big
Legged Woman’ was on the air at that moment.
“Keep on driving,” she gasped, opening her
handbag and being violently sick into a plastic
bag. The anxious doctor applied his ABS as he
pulled into a verge. To his horror the bag
contained a pint of red liquid. “Right now old girl, I
am going to drive you to Vidlerwood Infirmary. It is
only seven miles away,” the concerned physician

Dr Dale and his godmother spent the next half
hour discussing past days (i.e. when at the age of
80 she dressed up as a frogman to aid Red Cross
funds). Dr Dale was about to finish a long-winded
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limo was no longer running smoothly – it was
gasping. His godmother did not improve the
situation by suggesting that he should dig her
vegetable patch to obtain worms in order that the
poor fish could survive.

announced gravely.
“You will take me straight home,” the sage replied,
sternly. It was no use arguing – his godmother
was adamant that there was nothing wrong with
her. The best the doctor could do was to drive her
home and then summon medical assistance.
Quizzically the good doctor enquired what Meals
On Wheels had delivered to his godmother at
lunchtime. “Chicken and turnip pie, followed by
apple pie and cream. It was delicious. There is
nothing wrong with me,” she reiterated.

An anxious Mabel Cable and Goosetti were
gazing out of their chalet dormer bungalow with a
David Whitfield LP blasting away as the stressed
doctor helped his old friend out of the car. Dr Dale
greeted Mabel and shied away from Goosetti as
he opened his petrol cap to examine the damage.
The perch jumped out and Goosetti promptly
gobbled it up. The vexed doctor explained the
symptoms of his godmother’s illness to a worried
Mabel Cable.

Dr Dale engaged the siren system on his limo and
switched on his Doctor On Call lights. He had not
got satellite navigation but he would use his agile
brain to get his old friend back home as soon as
possible. He recalled the time when his best friend
Keith Johnson and himself got lost in deepest
Holborn and he started to shudder. Navigation
sense was the biggest of his many weaknesses.

“Well my dear,” she said, affectionately stroking
the doctor’s flowing locks which were glistening in
the early evening, early autumn sun. “There is
only one solution. You must consult the great
speckled goose.” Dr Dale veered to the left and
then to the right as Goosetti waddled imperiously
towards him. “Well, what is the problem with my
godmother?” quizzed the terrified doctor.

Approaching a water splash at 70mph the
physician failed to spot a group of ladies sitting
with banners expressing ‘Equal Rights For
Country Girls’. It was pouring with rain as he failed
to avoid an enormous puddle outside Great
Wockering Legion Club, absolutely soaking a
bearded portly gentleman with a New Orleans tshirt and a man of Mediterranean disposition
carrying a cat box.

“Billy Lee Riley is king of Rock'n'Roll and I know
the lot,” exclaimed Goosetti. “Incidentally, Woking
beat Burnley 37–0, the whole of the Burnley team
picked up a virus on the way down to Woking and
so they had to play their Supporter’s XI. The score
was only 15-0 after 65 minutes but their
goalkeeper, one Lee Wilkinson, was then yellow
carded twice for bursting a football on two
separate occasions with his winkle pickers. After
that they ran riot.”

“So far so good, old girl” the doctor exclaimed
turning into a canal towpath where a fishing match
was taking place. “Oh well, could be worse. 30
fishing rods, ten tackle boxes. I’m sure Ken Major
will help me to replace them,” the doctor sighed,
disengaging a keep net from his windscreen
wipers. “Oh look there’s a tench and a perch in it.
We shall be able to have a pie this evening.”

Dr Dale jumped into the coal bunker as the great
spotted bird jumped on top of it. Dr Dale, relieved
that that the coal bunker was empty, opened the
flap. “So what is wrong with my godmother?” he
quavered. “Elementary, dear doc,” cackled
Goosetti, aiming a peck at the physicians thumb.
“She is a beetrootaholic – eats six a day – the
poor lady had a bilious attack in your car – hence
the red liquid.” A relieved but crestfallen doctor
fumbled for the keys of Mr X and bade a fond
farewell as Goosetti flew into one of the open
windows, crouched for a moment and then flew
out again.

Nearly two hours later the good doctor completed
the 11-mile journey. It was true that he had to call
into East Meon Conservative Club to get
directions shortly afterwards where the local
Women’s Institute were having a craft fair. The
look of disgust on Councillor Bernadette WallisJeffrey’s face as a very much alive tench fell out
of the poor doctor’s bag, knocking over her pottery
display for ‘Save The Rockers Reunion’ would
haunt the physician for years. On the credit side a
certain Harry Webb asked the doctor for his
autograph and was curtly told that he did not do
that sort of thing as he left to a chorus of
disapproval.
With the thought of expulsion from the
Conservative Club and the possibility of being
discredited the sad doctor turned into his
godmother’s close. To add to his problems his car
had nearly run out of fuel and as he had started to
refill at the local station the apparently lifeless
perch had jumped into the petrol tank. His lovely

“Bloody bird, crapping in my car,” shouted the
doctor, recovering moment by moment as he
cruised down the motorway at 105mph with his
Doctor On Call lights on and siren blaring. Turning
off the motorway and entering a quiet lane he
brought his limo to a halt to survey the damage
the infernal bird had done to the rear seats. To his
surprise there was a golden egg on the right hand
side.
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The moral of the story - Doctor Dale can’t say boo
to a goose but he’s no quack!







Well - where do I start? I decided that as part
TFTW's charm is its slightly off the wall nature, I
would kick off with one of the more 'unreal' blues
gigs I have attended since reaching puberty. The
gig in question is the 'Beatles Blues' show held at
the Cabot Hall in Docklands in early September.
However, before I describe the show itself,
perhaps a bit of scene setting would be useful.
The first unusual thing about the evening was that
there were no signal failures afflicting the Jubilee
Line extension so I got to Canary Wharf station in
good time. That was the easy part and if my
friend Dave Williams hadn't told me roughly in
which part of the Canary Wharf complex the hall
was located, I think I'd still be looking for it now.
Initially there were signs to Cabot Hall, but these
soon vanished. Luckily though I found Dave in a
mall nearby eating his Tesco's ‘end of day
reduced price' sandwiches and looking rather out
of place in this yuppie kingdom. Indeed Dave and
I felt somewhat conspicuous - two grey haired
bluesers surrounded by hoards of twenty and
thirty somethings; as someone later remarked –
“we are the only ones around who aren't earning
at least £50k a year” - no wonder we felt 'odd' and
impoverished.



Houserockers - Gig Guide
Try their website (if it’s up and running) at
www.houserockers.co.uk
th

th

th

st

th

Thursday 11 , 18 , 25 October, 1 , 8 November

Blue J's Brasserie
91 Norwood High Street, London SE27
Hot Blues in the Basement with the Blues line-up
featuring Steve Matthews on Harmonica
Open till Midnight - Close to BR and Bus Depot



th

Saturday 20 October

The Bridgehouse Tavern
High Street, Penge East, London SE22
Near to Penge West BR


th

Friday 26 October

The Glen
The Hyde (A5), Kingsbury, London NW9
Blues Night featuring Steve Matthews on harmonica
Open till 1am

Dave aptly described the whole Docklands
environment as 'soul-less', so perhaps this is why
Soul Boy Joliffe was not seen at the gig. Indeed
we remarked we couldn't remember the last time
we had been to a London blues gig where neither
John Joliffe nor his loyal henchman, Dave Carroll,
were present. On the other hand they might just
have been unaware of it as this was one of the
worst publicised blues gigs in recent memory - we
were expecting to find only a handful of people in
the hall when we went in. However, the cabaret
style seating was nearly full so perhaps the local
billing had worked - it seemed to be primarily
pitched as a 'Docklands After Hours' show somewhere to unstress after a hard day making
megabucks at the Office.



th

Saturday 27 October

Prince of Wales
High Street, Strood, Kent ME2
st



th

Wednesday 31 October, 7 November

Aint Nothin but The Blues
Kingley Street, London, UK
Blues Night with Steve Matthews featuring on
harmonica
Admission: £3 - Open: 8pm - 1am



th

Friday 9 November

The Five Bells
75 Bromley Common, Bromley, Kent
Blues line-up featuring Steve Matthews on Harmonica







Now to the gig itself. Its main purpose was to
publicise Indigo Records' 'Beatles Blues' CD
where a mixture of English and US blues artists
perform Beatles songs in an R & B setting. The
producer for the USA artists involved in the project
is Fred James who filled in on guitar on some
numbers. Those of you who go to Utrecht will be
familiar with the great spots witnessed there
featuring Nashville artists backed by Fred's bands
- and it was these Nashville artists who were the
main interest here: namely Al Garner, Roscoe
Shelton, Earl Gaines, Johnny Jones and (Little)
Charles Walker. Fortunately for those of us who
aren't great fans of the fab four, the entire evening
wasn't given over to Beatles tunes. Indeed in the
first half of the show each of the featured artists
was allowed two of their own numbers. Al



The Rooster Crowed Over
Burgess Hill
The editor has asked if I will write a blues column
for his Newsletter - an opportunity too good to turn
down. Indeed, the suggestion has come at a
good moment as my dogsbody efforts for Juke
Blues have come to a temporary halt whilst Mick
& Cilla Huggins are occupied with packing up their
belongings (take good care of those precious 78s,
Cilla) as they prepare for their exile in the West
Country.
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Garner's spot was instantly forgettable whilst
Roscoe Shelton, one of my favourite artists
seemed to struggle with the band who couldn't
follow the chord changes. However, Earl Gaines,
who included a beautiful blues ballad (which I
didn't recognise), Charles Walker with his super
soul ballad 'Slave To Love', and Johnny Jones
were more successful despite the acoustics which
made those at the 100 Club sound good!. Indeed
Johnny's amusing '(I Just Found Out) My
Girlfriend's Got A Girlfriend Too' stop-time blues
was delivered with great panache and was
definitely the highlight of the first half of the show.

Acknowledgements
Editor & Writer in Chief - Keith Woods
Pratings, Top 20s - Tony Papard
CD Reviews, Boozin’ – Bryan Clark
Mr Angry – The Unnamed Whinger
Rocking on Merseyside – Neil Foster

Most of the backing was provided by Paul Lamb's
band which, although competent, left one craving
for the class Nashville musicians Fred James
brings to Utrecht - and oh for a horn section too harmonica is no substitute on the material these
artists perform. Well, now to the second half
where each artist performed a Beatles number.
What can I say about this? Some of the numbers
were passable, others a shambles. Personally I
would rather hear these artists sing their own
repertoire, or songs from their own heritage.
Perhaps the best number was 'With A Little Help
From My Friends' which was performed gospel
fashion by the whole entourage with Charles
Walker taking the lead parts. I left soon after for
the Jubilee Line (still trouble-free) and pondered
on the way home on a very odd-ball evening. On
occasions I'd wondered what the hell I was doing
at the gig, but on balance I don't think I'd have
wanted to miss such a bizarre event.

Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Book Reviews – Mick O’Toole/Bill
Millar
Obituaries - Tony Wilkinson/Dave
Penny
R&B Festival, Odds’n’Sods - Lee
Wilkinson
Dr Dale’s Ravings - Dr Charles Dale
Rooster – Dickie Tapp
The Funkster – The Funkster

Blues Boy

Dogsbody and Keith’s Slave - ‘H’

















If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Only now can the full shocking truth be told –
clean living British Rock'n'Roll legend Dave Travis
and neo-anarchist, left wing
editor of 'Tales From The
Woods' have shared the same
lover for many years. Seen
above
is
the
decadent
threesome in a seedy hotel
bedroom in Great Yarmouth.

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to
HJMatonEsq@compuserve.com
or
matonh.railtrack@ems.rail.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

Left – Dave Travis in far more
innocent times.
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A Story (by H)
(which will possibly be continued when space allows – cut out and keep for posterity)

by H
Loretta plunged her hand into the confines of her handbag once again to retrieve the card so carelessly
returned there earlier. She peered closely at the bottom of the card for a moment or two. She held it closer to
her face and peered some more. She then leant forward to utilise the light gleaming from the desk lamp. The
imposing Woods reached forward and slid open the drawer on his left (her right). He extracted the object
lying at the top of the drawer and slid it imposingly across the top of the desk. Grasping the object in her right
hand, Loretta held it above the card and stared through it steadily for several minutes. A confused look
climbed from nowhere onto her face and tentatively, she poked a finger at it (the object, not her face) and
then looked up at Keith.
“There’s no lens in this magnifying glass”, she pointed out. A knowing grin spread slowly but surely over
Keith’s imposing visage as he held out his hand for the return of the non-magnifying glass, which he then
returned to the drawer. Loretta replaced the card in her handbag for the second time that evening. “Well,
whatever your fee is, I am sure it will be worth every penny. I have all the details you will need in this
envelope.” As no envelope had been in evidence up until now, she pulled a manila envelope from the
confines of her handbag to add credence to her words. However, she failed to notice that the card that had
played such an important part in the proceedings to this juncture had also been extracted and fell to the floor.
The eagle eyes of the illustrious Woods could not be fooled by this sleight of hand (sleight of envelope?) and
he watched it flutter to its resting place beneath the chair. As the envelope was laid carefully upon the desk,
he slid it across the green blotter and flipped it easily into the still open drawer.
“I’ll take a look at that later,” he said, as he slid the drawer closed. At exactly that moment the room was
plunged into silence as the strains of ‘Ooh Poo Pah Doo’ finished their gentle playing.
“Thank you for being so understanding. Please use my mobile number to contact me. You can call me at any
time of the day or night.” With that, she rose from the chair, still failing to notice the card underneath it and
bent down to retrieve her umbrella, causing Keith to cross his legs once more. With nary a word, she turned,
the skirt of her dress flaring provocatively, and crossed towards the door. The shadows, who had spent most
of the recent past minding their own business, rushed from the corners of the room to join her in her
departure. Thoughtfully, she closed the door behind her.
Tick, splat! Tock, splat! Tick, splat! Tock, splat! Keith sat for a while, pondering in a self-assured and
imposing way. As the big hand of the clock on the wall approached the nadir of its circuit, the leather chair
creaked as Keith restored himself to his full imposing height, leaving the chair gently rocking in his wake. He
strode imposingly to the door, opened it and passed through. He crossed the hall to enter the room opposite
and passed water. He then flushed and washed his hands. Leaving the bathroom, Keith walked to the
imposing staircase and descended the single flight to ground level where he closed the front door. “Hmmm, I
must have forgotten to close it earlier,” he thought to himself, “I wondered how she got upstairs.”
Going to the kitchen, Keith opened the refrigerator and removed a bottle of Lucozade. He then crossed to a
cupboard in the corner, opened it and removed a mop. Placing the bottle of Lucozade on a work surface
beside his mobile phone (which was connected to the mains at the time), he returned to the front door where
he proceeded to mop up the rainwater that had collected on the floor while the door was standing open. Task
completed, he went back to the kitchen, unplugged his mobile phone and unscrewed the top of the Lucozade
bottle, the contents of which he then drank thirstily. He returned the mop to the cupboard and placed the
empty bottle in the waste bin. With order in the kitchen restored, his phone recharged and his body reenergised, he returned to the room where the story started.
Halfway to his chair he stopped, turned round, walked back to the door and flicked the light switch on the
wall. Bright fluorescent light flooded the room causing any remaining shadows to be eliminated immediately.
Seated once more in his creaking chair, Keith withdrew the manila envelope from his desk drawer and slit it
open with a deft flick of the paper knife he kept for such deft flicking operations. He removed the contents
and spread them across the top of his desk with a flourish. A glossy eight by ten photo immediately struck his
eye. Blinking rapidly to wipe away the tears caused by this accident, he then laid the objects out with a great
deal more care. The photograph was of a middle-aged man, quite a handsome chap, sucking on a pipe.
Keith studied this photo for a short while, taking in every detail of the man’s face. He then perused the other
objects – a post-it note with a mobile telephone number on it adjacent to the name ‘Loretta’ – a sheet of
paper which appeared to contain details of the man in the photo – a small white envelope – a medium sized
white envelope – a paper knife - a large crystal ashtray.
(to be continued… possibly)
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